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Keep Australian musical theatre on the
front page, but for the right reasons
Australia needs theatre writers, not arm-chair critics who grow up on a diet of Hollywood screenplays and TV
soapies, says Henry Sachwald, noted Melbourne theatre commentator and broadcaster.

I

Theatre is not the same as the movies or

n September 2002 Robert Brustein,

democratic society, especially the difficulties

theatre critic for The New Republic

facing non-profit theaters in an age of greying

pre-recorded television (live television is

magazine, actor, director and founder

audiences, defecting actors, second-rate theater

different). Theatre is not produced by

of the American Repertory Theatre in

criticism, inadequate philanthropic support,

cutting and pasting scenes that are filmed in

Cambridge, Massachusetts, came to

impoverished school arts programs, moral and

a random order, and then pieced together

Australia as a guest of the Brisbane

political correctness—yes, and the cringing belief

by the editor. Theatre, whether it be a

International Festival for the Arts.

that anything arriving from London bears a

He gave the keynote address at the

superior cultural

Brisbane National Performance Conference

imprint. That

and attended a number of Australian

Australian theater has

theatre events.

not slowed to an

We in Melbourne had the good fortune

Australian crawl in the

to hear this eloquent and educated theatre

face of similar

critic speak about the relationship between

problems is a tribute to the

the critic and the artist in a lecture entitled

dedicated if sometimes

‘Himalaya Criticism’.

discouraged people who work

On Mr Brustein’s return to the US he
wrote an article in The New York Times about

in it.
His article continues with

his visit entitled ‘Australian Theater Finds

a description of his visits to

Its Own Voice’ (3 November 2002) where

performances in Brisbane,

he says…

Melbourne, Adelaide and Sydney.

Despite being located on opposite ends of the

He is both laudatory and

globe, Australia and the United States share a

critical about our playwrights

similar history and aesthetic. Both nations were

and actors. The article was

originally colonies of the British crown. Both

uplifting and enlightening,

were settled in part by convicts and outlaws.

leaving the reader with a sense

Both expanded their land holdings by displacing

of pride in Australian theatre

and often slaughtering indigenous peoples. Both

and what we can do to make it

speak the mother tongue with idiosyncratic

even better.

accents. And both have suffered from excessive

It is intelligent supportive

deference toward British culture at the expense of

writing that Australia needs from

their own. In Australia, this is referred to as ‘the

its theatre critics, not armchair

cultural cringe’.

critics who grow up on a diet of

My address was about the future of art in a

Hollywood screenplays and TV soapies.

*

back of the Automobile classifieds to the

Grandison, Angela Toohey, Tony Sheldon

continuity of the writing and skill of the

rear of the Business section and recently,

and Geraldine Turner?

actors in bringing the work to the audience,

albeit temporarily, to the rear of the main

live, eight times a week.

news section of the paper. I still would like

rate. Where were the front page photos?



musical or drama, is about the flow, the

A theatre critic is not a newspaper

Entertainments at the Exhibition Building

The current production of Oliver! is first-

to see this feature move to the front page

Chapel Off Chapel has presented much

reporter. A theatre critic needs to be a staunch

of the Saturday Extra section where it

first-class home grown talent during the past

advocate of the theatre; after all, if theatre

really belongs.

two years. Where were the front page photos?

critics kill the theatre, they will be out of a job.
A reporter who writes a story about the
theatre is looking for a ‘scoop’, a story that

Imagine the thrill I got when I saw the
front page of The Age on Thursday 12
December, the day after the official opening

will make the headlines and sell newspapers.

of Cabaret in Melbourne. A front page

Journalists write newspaper articles with an

headline with a photo covering almost one

element of perspective and research.
Sadly, today, school students don’t

third of the page!
I thought that at last we are growing up.

seem to learn the art of writing as a

Alas, my jubilation was short lived. The

reporter, journalist and critic. If they did,

editors of The Age saw this as an

maybe the current generation of adults

opportunity to put another nail in the coffin

would not be so gullible when reading the

of major musical theatre productions in

newspaper, recognising these differences.

Melbourne. I have no dispute with the

A passion for the theatre

message they were trying to communicate

I have a passion for the theatre that was
nurtured during my childhood, by reading
the Arts and Leisure Section (section 2) of
the Sunday New York Times.
Before anyone else in my family could
wrinkle those crisp new pages of newsprint,
filled with full page ads for the newest
shows opening on Broadway, I would grab
the paper from my father as he walked in
the door with fresh rolls and bagels from
the bakery and rescue my beloved bible of
theatrical events and comments.
If you ask me what I miss most about
New York it is the excitement and feeling
of elation that the media creates in

to their readers, but with the method that
they used to get their message across.

The proposal to nominate Melbourne’s Royal Exhibition Building for World Heritage status is an
exciting development in the story of this unique Victorian structure.
Mimi Colligan looks at its life as an entertainment space.

Shane Warne injures his shoulder and it

O

the first Federal Parliament, Melbourne’s

conducted by German-born Julius Herz.

Argus critic commented on the wide appeal

makes the front page. Anthony Warlow misses

Royal Exhibition Building also has a lively

Austrian musician Alberto Zelman conducted

of the concerts, claiming ‘that all tastes were

a performance of Man of La Mancha due to

history as a venue for the performing arts.

the orchestra.

consulted in the preparation of this capital

illness. Nobody knows and nobody cares.

From the opening cantata of 1880 to the

Selling on our strengths

It’s time the Australian print media sold

pened in August 1880 as a venue

until 1895. Artists at the first Grand

direction of Zelman—in the Andante from

for international exhibitions and

Promenade Concert included soprano Alice

Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony and

used in 1901 for the opening of

Rees and the Melbourne Liedertafel Choir,

Mendelssohn’s Fair Melusine overture. The

recent presentation of Mahler’s Symphony

Henri Kowalski, who had performed at the

of a Thousand in May 2001, the huge nave

1880 Exhibition, continued the promenade

concerts for 1882 was the Melbourne

greatness, not its faults and weaknesses.

has been home to many and varied

concert idea with a series in August 1881.

Musical Festival organised by Julius Herz,

Most Australians strive to achieve success

entertainments.

There was a Saturday afternoon benefit for

who shared the baton with other Melbourne

Concerts

the widow and six children of his friend the

musical personalities Julius Siede, Carl

English-born Melbourne journalist, playwright

Elsasser, Zelman, Max Vogrich and the

and novelist Marcus Clarke. The bohemian

English composer and conductor, Alfred

Clarke, was author of the Australian classic

Plumpton. Between 23 and 27 December

For the Term of His Natural Life. Parliament

seven concerts were given, including two

was asked to provide an annuity for his

morning performances. Handel’s Messiah

widow but had refused. Hence the

and Israel in Egypt were performed, along

Kowalski benefit. More than 2000 people

with oratorios by the now largely forgotten

attended. The American soprano Kate

composers Sir Michael Costa and Plumpton.

through an honest day’s work, not like our
notorious millionaire bankrupts.

Music formed a background to the two

Robert Brustein finishes his article

main international exhibitions, those of

about Australian theatre saying:

1880 and 1888. Musical instruments,

Among the many similarities Australia

particularly pianos, were on show with

difference—a comparative freedom from stress.

well-known pianists giving demonstration

Only 20 million people live in a continent the

concerts on the exhibits. Some of

size of our own, where (outside of Sydney) four

Melbourne’s earliest symphony concerts

cars on a bridge constitute a traffic jam. This

were given in the Exhibition Building

filler space. The non-professional theatre

may account, in part, for the legendary good

during 1888.

community never gets a mention for the

nature and kindly disposition of Australians.

high quality productions and service they

Although these qualities are about to be tested,

by more than 6000 people marked the end

provide to aspiring musical and dramatic

Australian theater should cringe no more. It is

of the International Exhibition in the

actors. So how can these same papers

vigorous, imaginative and daring, like the

afternoon of 21 May 1881. This type of

justify crucifying world-class talent and

character of the people, and, like that spirited

concert—where people walked around the

craftspeople on the front page due to the

character, will help sustain the nation in

auditorium while music played—had its

marketing tactics of commercial producers?

whatever lies ahead.

origins in London’s Crystal Palace after the

Melbourne newspapers give lip service to
musical theatre in this great city. Reviews
of ‘fringe’/‘off-Broadway’ productions get

The recent production of The Witches of

promoting its own talent. It has taken all

Eastwick was perfectly cast. Where were the

these (at least 20) years for the entertainment

front page photos and raves for Paul

advertising in The Age to move from the

McDermott, Marina Prior, Pippa

programme’.

papers based on Australia’s strengths and

shares with America, there has been one striking

Ninety-eight per cent of the time

The French-born pianist and composer

See you at the theatre!

A Grand Promenade Concert attended

n

© Henry Sachwald 2003

Henry Sachwald’s ‘Theatretrack’ starts its
19th season on 3MBS-FM (103.5) on Thursday,
6 February 2003, 10:30pm–midnight.

Great Exhibition of 1851, although the

Thayer sang a Mozart aria, songs by

Musical highlight of the Exhibition

A performance of Beethoven’s Choral

Mendelssohn and a Kowalski setting of

Symphony was given in the morning of

Clarke’s lyric ‘We Banish Love’. Kowalski

27 December though it is unclear whether

himself played the virtuoso piano work,

the full work was played.

Grand Tarantelle, by the American

The critics, however, were in favour of

composer Louis Moreau Gottschalk and

the exercise and wanted further concerts

some of his own compositions. He also

but the musical standard seems to have

conducted the Australian

been variable. In the case of the Choral

Band—a group under the

Symphony The Weekly Times’ critic noted *

famous London ‘prom’ concerts of Queen’s
Hall and the Albert Hall did not begin

Federal arts grants to Victorian youth

Y

Castlemaine’s Barking Owl Theatre

program for young and emerging theatre

innovative Victorian theatre

receives $16 000 to assist the development

makers aged 17-25 who live in the Barwon

projects which have received

of Buda Alive, a site-specific, group-devised

region. Stage 2 will see the Headspinners

support in Regional Arts Fund grants

theatre performance, employing six regional

present four innovative short theatre works.

announced by the Federal Minister for the

artists, in the Buda mansion and garden.

outh is the star of several

Arts and Sport, Sen. Rod Kemp.

The City of Geelong’s Waterfront

Wangaratta North East Support and
Action For Youth receives $12 000 for its

Festival Circus Arts Project receives $8750

‘Listen Up’ project enabling a group of

$4425 towards Theatrics 03, a Warragul-

to provide free circus workshops and

young artists to write and perform a powerful,

based performing arts camp for young

performance experience for local young people

cutting-edge dramatic/musical piece of theatre.

people interested in a career in the arts.

to acquire skills development from visiting

The week-long program of workshops will

professional circus artists.

The Baw-Baw Shire Council receives

teach all aspects of the theatre, with arts

Geelong’s Courthouse Youth Arts

‘Winterfest in Warburton’ receives
$10 000 for Reflections, a professionally
directed wide-ranging outdoor performance

professionals helping the participants to

Centre receives $15 000 towards ‘Head

art event in which professional artists will

develop and perform original works.

Spin Stage 2’. Headspin is a mentorship

facilitate local community participation. n
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that in the final quartet Guillaume Verdi

gathered a company of performers

seems to have been the ‘Great Patriotic and

Exhibition and a staggering 18 000 to

singing. At one of the 1907 Melba concerts

(otherwise known as William Green, an

including tenor Armes Beaumont, and

Music Concert’ on the Queen’s Birthday,

20 000 people crowded into all parts of the

many in the audience could not hear the

there were concerts and historical tableaux.

American basso) ‘did not display any

sopranos, Mrs Palmer (formerly Rosina

24 May 1897.

Great Hall. Her rendering of the great

considerable acquaintance with the music’.

Carandini), Melbourne-born soprano Lalla

Tug-o’-wars

Walter James Turner, the Geelong-born

Miranda and the Gippsland-born contralto

early age of 42. His son, Walter James

organist at St Paul’s pro-Cathedral was

Ada Crossley. Flautist John Lemmone,

Redfern Turner, won some fame in Britain

The rich Crossley voice had no

among the organists giving recitals on the

from Ballarat—later to be Melba’s concert

as a poet and music critic. (Noel Mewton-

difficulty with the acoustics of the great

Grand Organ during 1885. Turner’s

manager—also performed.

Wood, a gifted Australian pianist of the

space and packed audience. The Leader

1950s, was his grandson).

commented that ‘The fear that those at a

softer parts of Grieg’s Peer Gynt.
The Great Hall, however, continued to
be a popular concert venue well into the
20th century with concerts by Dame Clara
Butt in 1924. The 1936 concert by Richard
Crooks was a notable occasion, as were the
1939 performances in the Great Hall of
Samuel Coleridge Taylor’s choral and
orchestral work Hiawatha. Melbourne
baritone Horace Stevens played the title
role with Bernard Heinze conducting.

repertoire at these concerts included

The music at these performances was

Turner died in 1900 at the comparatively

There were fewer regular concerts

contralto song ‘The Lost Chord’ won an
already appreciative audience.

Rossini’s Tancredi overture Strauss’s

what would today be called popular

‘Blue Danube’ waltz and Handel’s

middle-of-the-road. Together with a military

during the late 1890s and into the 1910s but

quickly dispelled, for both voice and

‘Hallelujah Chorus’.

band there were operatic arias such as the

there were some important individual

instrument seemed to carry to the farthest

‘The Toreador’s Song from Bizet’s Carmen

concerts given by distinguished Australian

extreme of the auditorium’.

Great Hall throughout the next nine years

sung by Signor A. Buzzi. and Lalla

singers. A pattern was established where

and during the Centennial Exhibition

Miranda sang ‘Bel Raggio’ from Rossini’s

singers would give farewell concerts at high

ideal concert hall. It could hold vast

which occupied the building from August

Semiramide. Ballads and humorous songs

prices at the Melbourne Town Hall and then

numbers of people but the acoustics were

1888 until July 1889.

also entertained. Mrs Palmer sang ‘Home

‘People’s Concerts’ at the Exhibition where

bad. For example, at the 21 May 1881

Concerts continued at intervals in the

distance would be unable to hear was

The Exhibition Building was not an

Julius Herz conducted the Centennial

More recently the nave rang to the

described as ‘an experimental entertainment
embodying a friendly competition of
physical strength between picked
representatives of all nations.’
Between 10 000 and 12 000 men and
women crowded into the Great Hall to see
18.3m long platform.

Victoria’s 150th celebrations in 1985.

Old English Fairs
Coppin, parliamentarian and actor-

All contestants were sailors from various
ships in port and The Illustrated Australian
News noted this occupation would equip them
for the heaving necessary in the tournament.
The promoters of an event in November

manager, hired the hall from 11–18

1892 seem to have been influenced by the

February 1882, for an Old English

success of the men’s tug-o’-war.

Fair. This popular event represented

Orchestra. It was hoped to keep the

arranged at the Exhibition. The event was

conducted by Richard Divall as part of

between the Town Hall and the Exhibition

group to be known as the Victorian

1892 when an international competition was

the teams of 10 men straining on an elevated

On a more popular level, George

helped persuade the government to fund a

Tug-o’-wars gained great popularity in early

‘Victoria, Victoria’ concert of massed choirs

Orchestra in a series of concerts shared
Building. The success of these concerts

As well as the usual carnival side shows

The promoters advertised in The Age as

something of a new departure for the

presenting for the ‘First Time in the World’

basis for the new ensemble and subsidy of

Exhibition Building which had so

the ‘Ladies’ Tug of War’ under the ‘training

the large sum of £3000 per year was

recently been exhibiting to the

promised. Many objected to the notion of

nations of the world.

nucleus of the Centennial Orchestra as a

With its future direction still

government money going to music. Others
argued that the state was already

undetermined this event marked a

committed to support of the arts in the

courting of a popular audience.

Gallery and Gallery Schools.

The Great Hall was decorated to

The British musician James Hamilton

resemble an English village. Stalls

Clarke—who had been recommended by
previous conductor Sir Frederic Cowen—
arrived to direct the orchestra. Clarke’s
repertoire included music by Weber,
Meyerbeer, Schubert and Wagner, and
Beethoven symphonies; the venture did not
succeed, lasting only about 12 months.
Victoria was on the edge of financial
disaster and perhaps the program was a little
too highbrow for regular concert audiences.

Sweet Home’ and Lalla Miranda, Ada

Sellout: the 1936 concert by American tenor
Richard Crooks was a notable occasion.

Crossley and Mr H. Stockwell sang ‘I’m
not the Queen’.
The Promenade Concerts of October

larger audiences allowed cheaper prices.
Amy Castles, ‘Australia’s most

and direction of Mons. Victor’. Audiences
were promised ‘Magnificent Dresses,
Excellent Management and Handsome
Women’. The participants represented ‘All
English Speaking Countries’. The reality
was that most were unemployed ballet and
chorus girls.
Not surprisingly, this event caused great

included a ‘Chelsea Bunhouse’. With

controversy. One of the pink ‘flyers’

sideshow attractions such as a booth

depicting the competitors in their bloomer

theatre—known as Richardson’s—a

costumes fell into the hands of Mrs Harrison

Punch-and-Judy and other shows, the

Lee, president of the Women’s Christian

concert the choir stood on the organ

fair was a great success among those

Temperance Union. Mrs Lee led a

platform in the western part of the nave

nostalgic older colonists who remembered

deputation to Dr L.L.Smith, chairman of the

while the 53 player orchestra was placed on

fairs from England or Coppin’s earlier Old

Exhibition Trustees, demanding they refuse

a high platform under the dome.

English Fairs at suburban Richmond’s Cremorne

to allow the three day event to proceed on the

Gardens in 1859 and 1862.

grounds that it was improper.

The Argus critic commented that in the

Dr Smith assured the WCTU that he

Despite the depression of the 1890s a more

1894 were notable for the early public

promising singer’, gave a concert at the

main piece, ‘God Bless the Prince of Wales’,

popular type of concert did succeed,

performances of the 12-year-old pianist

Exhibition in May 1899 to raise funds to

the two conductors were a beat apart at the

similar fair in May 1898, when the proceeds

would look into the matter but felt the

without a subsidy, at the Exhibition

and prodigy Master Percy Grainger,

study in Europe with Madame Marchesi,

repeat of the opening theme.

went to the Old Colonists’ Association, a

Trustees were legally bound to their

Building for several years. Indeed the

later to become one of Australia’s most

Melba’s teacher. Theatrical entrepreneur

entrepreneur, organist Walter James

famous composers.

J.C.Williamson presented Castles in a

boards and other acoustic devices years

farewell concert on 7 June 1900, where the

later, the problem persisted.

Turner, had to pay the Trustees £10 rent
and 10 per cent of the profits.
In October 1891 Turner, who in 1888

One of his biographers notes that
Grainger’s often heavy-handed technique

admission price was one shilling. Melba

possibly had its origin in the need to play

graced the Exhibition stage in 1907.

had been appointed to the Department of

loudly in the difficult acoustics of the

Music at the Working Men’s College (now

Exhibition’s Great Hall.

RMIT University), hired the Great Hall for
a series of Promenade Concerts. Turner
Page 4

The Promenade Concerts continued
into the late 1890s. Turner’s last appearance

In January 1903, Ada Crossley, after
successes in Europe, toured Australia with a
concert party that included Percy Grainger.
Her farewell concert was held at the

ON STAGE

Despite the introduction of sound

The promenaders caused problems as
well. Matting and, occasionally, sawdust
were placed around the building to absorb
the sound of people moving about.
From June 1892 patrons were asked to
cease promenading while artists were
Summer 2003

A much older George Coppin opened a

charity organisation he had founded in 1869
for the destitute elderly.
At this event the historical theme was
paramount. The Great Hall was decorated to
resemble Melbourne in 1842.
The facades of the stalls under the
galleries represented La Trobe’s Cottage,
the first Post Office and the houses of Batman
and Fawkner.

agreement with the promoters.
When the delegation protested that it
was indelicate to see women heaving on a
rope he reminded them of the exploits of
the British heroine Grace Darling who had,
in 1838, rescued people from a shipwreck.
The Herald, The Evening Standard and The
Argus ridiculed both the WCTU women and
Dr Smith with headlines such as

*

Page 5

of ballet and skirt dancing by art students
and a display by lady gymnasts. It was
emphasised that this latter display had been
sanctioned by the Minister of Education.
Such assurance was perhaps necessary
as some would have remembered the outcry
when L.L.Smith sanctioned that Ladies’
Tug-o’-war in the Great Hall in 1892!
From the depths of the Ladies’ Tug-of-

afternoon by nearly all the stage companies

L.L.SMITH/ WHO TALKS OF “PHYSICAL AND

for up to 35 minutes. The reporters were

in Melbourne.

MORAL ASPECTS”, ‘DR L.L.SMITH ON WHAT

particularly shocked when glasses of cold

IS PROPER’.

water were thrown over the exhausted

Melbourne’s Docklands, was the news that

On tug-o’-wars see Illustrated Australian

the project includes a national centre of

The Argus 18 November 1892;

celebrated as the place of Federation and

Melbourne Punch 24 November 1892;

exhibitions also has an important place in

The Argus 3 December 1892

Exhibition Trustees, Melbourne 1996

physique’ panting and heaving over a rope

for the Waterfront City precinct at

22 April 1911

entertainment. The building now largely

committee which included fellow managers,

On Promenade Concerts see Oxford
Companion to Music 1986

puppet arts.
Noted puppeteer Peter Wilson has
assisted the developers in establishing initial
guidelines for the centre. He envisages a
studio, workshops, a retail outlet, resources
such as a library and script centre, and a

On Trustees’ Meeting Minute Book 2

gallery for permanent and visiting exhibitions—

VPRS 837/2

and, hopefully, there will be a purpose built

On WCTU see White Ribbon Signal
December 1892 and Annual Report 1892
On Dramatic and Musical Carnival see

puppet theatre.
The facilities could also be the home for
an existing or newly formed puppet company.

Table Talk 31 May 1895
On Artist’s Carnival see Illustrated Australian
News 1 November 1895

L

ost in the recent announcement of
Lewing Developments’ successful bid

On 1911 Old English Faire see The Leader

Evening Standard 17 November 1892;

Exhibition Building, Melbourne,

WOMEN THINK OF IT/APPEAL TO DR

Times 28 May 1898

has been a superb setting for mass

Williamson was chairman of the organising

Hall and oval were taken over for the

On Old Colonists’ Carnival see The Weekly

The Herald 16 November 1892;

Dunstan et al, Victorian Icon: the Royal

who enjoyed seeing dancers of ‘slim

Sketcher 25 February 1882

Symphony, the Royal Exhibition Building

For a history of the REB see David

‘ THE LADIES TUG OF WAR/WHAT CHRISTIAN

On Old English Fairs see Australasian

News 1 February 1892;

Sources

John Tallis and Richard Stewart. The Great

19 January 1903

War to the heights of Mahler’s Eighth

the annals of showbusiness.

The crowd goes wild at the sailors' tug-o'-war at the Exhibition in 1892. (Illustrated Australian
News, 1 February 1892, courtesy State Library of Victoria)

National Puppetry
Centre planned
for Docklands

On Ada Crossley see The Leader

n

Peter Wilson is one of this country’s
most respected puppeteers. He was a
founding member of Handspan and

● Dr Mimi Colligan is a Melbourne theatre

subsequently worked with Polyglot, the

historian and VTT committee member. Her

Tasmanian Puppet Theatre and Skylark,

On Kowalski, see Table Talk 19 July 1885

authoritative survey of Australian and New

and toured internationally with The Theft of

shilling each to see at close quarters such

On Cowen see ADB, vol.3

Zealand panoramas, Canvas Documentaries, is

Sita. He created the ‘Nature’ segment for

participants—in full view of the crowd—

favourite actresses as Grace Palotta, actor-

On Hamilton Clarke see Illustrated

published by Melbourne University Publishing.

the opening ceremony of the Sydney 2000

sharing in the proceeds of the degrading

bringing to mind the current ‘sports’ of

manager Bland Holt and comedian Fred

‘unwomanly physical struggles’.

ladies’ mud wrestling and wet T-shirt

Australian News and Musical Times

Leslie acting in small booths, or Mrs Bland

1 July 1889; Sir James W.Barretta,

The Argus castigated the Trustees for

Included in the 3000 onlookers were
Speaker, Thomas Bent, and other members
of parliament. The presence of women in
the audience is not mentioned.

On Herz see Maureen Therese Radic,
ADB, vol.4

An estimated 20 000 people paid one

competitions. Perhaps the Victorian era was

Holt selling dolls, some of which had been

never as prudish as its reputation.

Outline History of Music in Melbourne,

made by actress Nellie Stewart, then the

Melbourne (1941)

Nevertheless, this particular show did
offend and, according to The Argus, may

most popular stage figure in Australia.
It was indeed a varied carnival. Acrobats

even have contributed to L.L. Smith not

moved through the crowd as they crushed

receiving a knighthood.

On Turner see Table
Talk 10 May 1889;

Olympic Games.
For the past 12 months Peter Wilson has
A facetious suggestion for entertainments at

been Senior Creative Fellow at the

the Exhibition Building. Melbourne Punch,

Victorian Arts Centre. He hosted an

24 November 1892 (Courtesy State Library

international puppetry and visual theatre

of Victoria)

summit in association with the 2002

Inquest papers,

Melbourne Festival and was also

into Punch-and-Judy shows and many were

VPRS 24/402;

instrumental in establishing a new graduate

grateful to move into the concert hall where

Wayne McKenna,

level training course in puppetry at the

special meeting was called on 18 November

a ‘haven of rest’ could be found in
Professor Marshall-Hall of the

W.J.Turner: Poet and

Victorian College of the Arts. He hopes the

where Tommy Bent expressed concern

Conservatorium at the University of

Music Critic,

course will eventually dovetail with the new

about the adverse press comments. Smith

Sydney 1986

Waterfront City puppetry centre.

be said that a public building was never put

reported that he had acted to have the

Melbourne conducting Wagner. The takings

to a more degrading use, and when it is

promoters curtail the proceedings to nine

for the afternoon were £1000.

remembered that its official custodians—the

minutes per ‘pull’ and that ‘retiring rooms’

Trustees—not only sanction its degradation

would be provided for the participants.

No one seems to have commented on
the impropriety, or otherwise, of large
numbers of female spectators vigorously
cheering on the straining sailors in the all
male tugs-o’-war held earlier in the year.
The Argus concluded: ‘Altogether it may

to such a purpose, but actually share in the
gate money...’ Melbourne Punch continued
what today would be seen as sexist
comments ‘...the display could have excited
nothing but disgust in the mind of every
spectator animated by even a little chivalry’.

The Trustees’ Minutes reveal that a

The scandal was said to have affected
the size of the Promenade Concert
audience on the following Saturday—
‘respectable’ people fearing to be seen in
Exhibition for some time.

audience did not hoot the show off the stage

The 1895 Dramatic and
Musical Carnival

but encouraged the ‘feeble Amazons’.

A carnival for dramatic and musical

Yet the reviewer was surprised that the

The tug-o’-war show, with its obvious
sexual implications, was aimed at people
Page 6

charities was held on 29 May 1895.
Theatrical manager James Cassius

The 1895 Artists’ Carnival
The success of the Dramatic and Musical
Carnival may have encouraged the
Victorian Artists’ Society to hold an Artists’
Carnival in October 1895 to help defray
the debt of £2000 on their stylish new
building in Albert Street.
Among the chief attractions of the Fair
were the elaborate historical costumes
designed by artist Hugh Patterson.
As well as the usual music, puppet
shows and bicycle races, there was a show
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Shouting with despair: Australian
contemporary musical theatre
Barrie Kosky claims that the theatre is ‘a sacred space for ideas, complexities and unanswered questions’1
rather than for making money. Simon Abrahams discusses this view as it relates to
contemporary Australian musical theatre.

M

usicals are often commercially

Nue Dae never deeply probes the

commercial appeal from the blatantly

successful, and subsequently

complexities of the issues, as Kosky would

exploitative tourist-driven dollar, but Chi

condemned for removing ideas,

like. ‘There’s nothing I would rather be /

avoids such crass commercialisation by defying

complexities and questions from the

Than to be an Aborigine / And watch you

‘white expectations’ of Aboriginal culture.

theatre, a process which Barrie Kosky calls

take my precious land away,’ sings Willie,
deftly demonstrating Chi’s humour.9 These

musical theatre style, rather than a

The denigration of the difficult [and]
profound’2. Kosky need not look far to find

lyrics overtly attack white Australia, but are

traditionally ‘authentic’ Aboriginal style, in

not offensive: ‘the barbs in this song stab

examples supporting his thesis (I Should Be

our consciences and at the same time make
us laugh’,10 writes Brisbane.

order to depict ‘a lively and thriving present
day Aboriginal culture’12, inhabited by

‘the celebration of the easy [and] banal.

So Lucky, Shout!) but he overlooks
significant works which strive for ideas and
questions rather than box office figures.
These include Aboriginal musical Bran
Nue Dae and gay musical Only Heaven
Knows, although neither finds complete

Chi justifies diluting politics with

modern people with contemporary
problems. Thus, the musical score blends

humour as a way of allowing a voice in the

country and western, gospel, reggae and

mainstream: ‘The musical is a way to get

blues, helping to show Aboriginal culture as

our stuff recognised and put into something
where it could get heard’11, he says.

a living, changing, diverse culture.

artistic success. Even the Australian mega-

Bran Nue

musical, The Boy From Oz, attempts to raise

Dae is focussed

important ideas, but it infects Kosky’s

equally on

‘sacred place’ by shying away from

entertaining

significant complexities in order to ensure

and sending a

ticket sales.

message, but

Jimmy Chi’s Aboriginal musical Bran

Bran Nue Dae is written in the European

By parodying and ‘Aboriginalising’

Western music, ‘Bran Nue Dae shows that

custody are only briefly mentioned and the

requirements’.18 His simplistic belief

assimilationist policies in this country have
been self-defeated’13 argues Michelle Duffy.

complexities are never fully explored.

disregards small-scale musicals such as Bran

This hybrid theatrical form is unashamedly

Roebourne Lockup represents the literal

entertaining and popular in an effort to adopt

and metaphoric confinement of Aboriginal

Alex Harding’s Only Heaven Knows is

society’s dominant discourse in order to

people, but never fully explores the serious

another such musical, produced specifically

‘establish dialogue with that dominant
culture.14

problems of this issue. This setting

for the gay market. Like David Williamson,

specifically points to the Royal Commission

Harding finds commercial success because

into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody,

he is writing for one particular sub-group of

however this is never explored further than
an oblique passing reference.16

Australian society. Contrastingly, however,

Chi therefore achieves his aim of
appealing to both white and black
audiences in order to spread his political
message, rather than increasing box
office sales.
Although sending a message to the

making. The

Perth Festival, and was lauded as a

‘Aboriginal

landmark in Australian theatre history. Chi

musical’

describes Bran Nue Dae as ‘a play to ease
the pain’,4 as it attempts to make

certainly

audiences that Kosky most despises.
Neumann nevertheless argues that Chi’s

dissemination of important cultural ideas.

it is Harding’s queer issues and important
social messages that give Only Heaven Knows
commercial potential.
Harding claims not to be interested in

musical ‘is a radical political statement…the

commercial success but rather artistic values

land back; we want ’em rights, we want ’em

black cause wins, because all but one of the

fair deal, all same longa white man,’ says
Tadpole),15 this is never dealt with in any

characters turn out to be Aborigines in the
end’.17 Although making his grievances

and ‘the power of theatre to change and to
influence for the good’.19 Only Heaven
Knows enjoyed a successful season in 1988

depth. The musical is afraid of upsetting the

entertaining rather than complex, Chi

and was later revived with great financial

largely white audience amongst whom it

ultimately attempts to gain support for his

success in 1995 at Sydney’s Gay and

found success. Omnipresent issues such the

political views.

Lesbian Mardi Gras. It is a semi-

removal of Aboriginal children from their
homes, alcoholism and Aboriginal deaths in

Playwright David Allen dislikes
musicals because he believes they are

in Sydney in the 1940s–’50s, in which its
protagonist, Tim, simultaneously realises his

theatre’, not

sexual and playwriting dreams. Like Bran

‘part of the

Nue Dae, Only Heaven Knows should be

cultural life

applauded for its bold raising of important

of the

social issues at a time when there is ‘a

community

paucity of musical theatre willing to deal
with the gritty gay issues of coming out’.20

doesn’t

idea of an

autobiographical gay romantic musical set

‘deadly

[which]

Only Heaven Knows is important

always

theatrically because it contributes

pander to

constructively to social debates. It is not

economic

naturalistic in style, and it presents positive
images of homosexuals in order to remove

has

barriers and reduce the isolation felt by gay

Australians question past and present

people. Harding believes in theatre as a

treatment of Aborigines, promoting

space for the dissemination of ideas, and

reconciliation.

claims that the play’s themes need to be

The show blends many musical forms

heard (‘for a lot of people who were in the

to spread this message and make it widely

process of coming out,’ he says, ‘it was
invaluable’21). Like Bran Nue Dae, the

accessible: ‘It was written for Australian
people,’ says Chi, ‘not just blackfellas’.5

musical theatre genre was chosen to reach a

Bran Nue Dae uses irony and satire to

large number of people with its message.

make audiences laugh at past injustices to

Although Only Heaven Knows was written

cope with otherwise confronting issues.

primarily for gay people, it has found a

Katharine Brisbane writes that ‘irony may

significant heterosexual audience. Like Bran

not be a significant force in every nation’s

Nue Dae, it remains inoffensive to the

humour, but it is the key to an understanding
of the Australian character’.6 Thus, the

audiences against which it is reacting
because it is afraid of isolating them.

play’s use of humour in order to raise important

Despite the author’s claims, the musical is

social questions, is particularly Australian.

as equally interested in keeping its

Although Helen Gilbert argues that the

audiences happy as it is in theatre’s political

non-naturalistic mode of musical comedy
allows Chi to be more overtly political7 (‘Is

power. Certainly the show’s politics are
subdued. One reviewer wrote that

this the end of our people?’ he asks)8 Bran
Page 8

It is this fear of offending mainstream

Nue Dae whose primary aim is the

masses is Chi’s focus, (‘us people want our

not money-

Nue Dae received ‘a plethora of positive
reviews’,3 after premiering at the 1990

For example, a jail scene set in the
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Only Heaven Knows has endured precisely

The Boy From Oz sits uncomfortably in

homosexuality in the most commercially

identifies the show’s treatment of

never has such a large-scale, explicitly

successful home-grown musical to date.

homosexuality as ‘one of the greatest

commercial Australian production been so

back to Tenterfield looking for my roots,
but they had already left’),36 and a

achievements… No walk-outs or complaints
that this is a ‘“poofter show’”.33

forward in its treatment of homosexuality.

sympathetic treatment of Allen’s lover Greg

Nevertheless, The Boy From Oz skirts

Connell, who sings ‘I Honestly Love You’.

because ‘it is not an overly political work’

Barry Kosky’s thesis about contemporary

but rather ‘a compassionate piece about a

Australian theatre because it was both a

few gay men trying to find love and making
a go of it when they do’.22

huge commercial and artistic success.

theatre as a site for social and cultural

Unlike Kosky, it was as concerned with

advancement by playing the biography of

Since its themes, ideas and
questions remain important, however,
its lack of explicit politics does not
prevent it from contributing positively
to contemporary theatre.
In stark contrast to Only Heaven

The Boy From Oz attempts to use the

Never has such a large-scale, explicitly
commercial Australian production
been so forward in its treatment
of homosexuality

Knows lies David Knox’s inane 2002

the homosexual Peter Allen, but
ultimately this is sanitised in the name

This, proclaims Gannon, despite an
audience predominantly featuring ‘no
one under 60’.34

of commerce.

While The Boy From Oz should be

Graeme Blundell could have been

commended for presenting such

speaking of The Boy From Oz when he

scenes in a production blatantly

criticised contemporary Australian

marketed towards the grey (rather

theatre: ‘Things are workshopped until

than pink) demographic, its treatment

important ‘coming-out’ issues such as

The musical is never more heated than

Shout! had few questions or
complexities to raise, but it received a
popular and financial response to match
its on-stage energy.

such inoffensive scenes because the
producers are afraid of alienating
potential box office dollars—‘even the
Queensland audience, which
included many old folk, handled the
light homosexual scenes,’ wrote one

the life wheezes out of them, passed

of homosexuality remains relatively

Allen’s feelings for his wife Liza Minnelli,

reviewer, ‘so it’s probably safe to take
your grandparents’.37

Be So Lucky which succeeded in its only

marketing as it was about ‘good oldfashioned ideas’,30 in a belief that the two

all demographics catered to—through

conservative and unexplored as a result of

times of doubt over his sexual orientation,

Despite Gannon’s claims to ‘deliver

aim—being commercially successful.

are not mutually exclusive.

appropriate committees until our culture is

a commercial, rather than purely artistic,

and any changes to his relations with other

emotion and a bit of substance as well’,38

appropriately wheelchair-accessible and nonconfrontational’.32

focus.

men—largely due to the conservative nature
of its intended audience.35 Indeed, the

The Boy From Oz stops short of probing society’s

Kylie Minogue-themed gay musical I Should

Where Only Heaven Knows used a gay

Undoubtedly, the show is box office

love story as a means of artistic expression,
I Should Be So Lucky trades on a crass

focussed—its $3 million investment reaped
over $60 million in its 26 month run31—but

commercialisation of the gay community by
combining Kylie Minogue songs with a gay

Nevertheless, its producer, Ben Gannon,

Although musicals like Only Heaven
Knows broke ground long before The Boy

show’s treatment of homosexuality is

The Boy From Oz also broke new ground by

From

largely reduced to camp humour (‘I went

presenting

Oz,

complexities and unanswered questions.
The Boy From Oz is limited in its ability
to ask questions and raise complexities in a
way Only Heaven Knows is not because of the

love story in order to capitalise on

fundamental flaw in this ‘bioconcert’

the market potential of the

genre: the songs were written for

‘pink dollar’.

different purposes. Thus ‘the

Unlike Harding, Knox is

character of Peter Allen…can tell us

clear his definition of success is

no more through these lyrics than the

purely financial: ‘The only

performer Peter Allen chose to make
known two decades before’.39

musicals which are successful
these days are the ones with a

‘Tenterfield Saddler’ presents the

familiar soundtrack’ he says,

heaviest emotional moment in the

citing the Abba musical
Mamma Mia!.23

show, revealing Allen’s abusive and
suicidal father. However, we only ever

The plot of I Should Be So

see a glimpse of Allen’s feelings. Allen

Lucky is largely irrelevant, but its

sings that he ‘has been all around the

commercial success has yielded

world and lives no special place / He

both global media attention and the

changed his last name and he married a

possibility of a large-scale touring
commercial production.24 Although

girl with an interesting face’,40 and critic
Peter Fitzpatrick criticises the show for its

reviewers described I Should Be So

lack of depth, asking if the ‘sense of

Lucky as ‘a little bit of Midsumma
froth’,25 with ‘sometimes stagey

Minnelli [as discussed in this song] are

displacement and his marriage to Liza

[acting]26 and ‘vacuous lyrics’27 most

really the distinguishing marks of his life

reviews nevertheless stressed that its

(as distinct, say, from his ‘coming out’)’.41

brainlessness ensured a comical night,

Such questions are never answered either

resulting in sell-out seasons.

by Allen or Enright.

I Should Be So Lucky is precisely the
‘victory of the mundane’28 which

aware of the shortcomings of The Boy From

Barrie Kosky despises in contemporary

Oz despite (and perhaps because of) its huge

Australian theatre. Unlike Only Heaven

commercial success (‘I have been working

Knows or Bran Nue Dae, I Should Be So

too long in the theatre to make any

Lucky has no intentions of probing the
complexities of contemporary society—

assumptions about the success of
anything,’42 he says). Enright is no longer

rather Knox’s beliefs accord with

involved in the American translation of the

Barnum’s: ‘no-one ever lost money

project, and he admits to having ‘reservations
about my own contribution’43.
*

Its author, Nick Enright, seems well

underestimating the intelligence of the
audience’29.
Page 10
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Despite rave reviews, Enright might
well be referring to its inability to deal with
serious issues seriously (sadly, one reviewer
actually praised the production for precisely

reviewers agreed, condemning its ‘bland
script’49 which was ‘cliché-ridden and

in nothing more than bottom lines, some

my people: an interview with Alex

30Kosky, Barrie, op.cit., p.B7.

contemporary musical theatre remain sites

Harding and Barry Lowe’. Australasian

31 Woods, Mark; and Don Groves. ‘Smaller

almost afraid to tackle anything beneath the
surface’.50 It is theatre like Shout! which

for important debate.

Drama Studies 31 (October 1997), p.60

players put on legit smorgasbord’,

Musicals such as Bran Nue Dae, Only

this reason, claiming ‘Enright has managed

Barrie Kosky despises. An array of Shout!

Heaven Knows and The Boy From Oz might

to strike the right balance between drama

souvenirs and memorabilia includes shirts,

avoid complexities, but nevertheless should

and entertainment…heavy scenes are

key-rings, earrings, pendants, brooches,

be commended for being unafraid to ask

broken up with high kicks and flashy
costumes’).44

coffee mugs, fridge magnets and CDs, and

significant and possibly unanswerable
questions of their audiences.

Like Only Heaven Knows, The Boy From Oz
shies away from fully presenting the
complexities of issues such as
homosexuality on stage and its target
audience (heterosexual wealthy middle-age
women) limits the show much more than
Only Heaven Knows’ gay-targeted

CDs of many Australian

1 Kosky, Barrie, ‘I see what’s wrong:

musicals are available

Kosky’s view’, The Age Metro

Middle Eight Music

demographic. Nevertheless, The Boy From

phone (03) 9510 5109

Oz, like Bran Nue Dae, should be

or internet on www.

commended for using a medium with wide
popular support in order to spread its
message—but The Boy From Oz’s blatant

middle8.com.

11 November 1996, p.B7
2 Ibid., p.7
3 Breen, Marcus, ‘Bran Nue Dae’, Cinema
Papers 85 (November 1991), p.54
4 Neumann, Klaus, ‘A Postcolonial Writing
of Aboriginal History,’ Meanjin v51 n2
(Winter 1992), p.296
5 Chi, Jimmy in Zubrychi, Tom (dir.), Bran
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commercial focus has meant that its

Victoria Theatres Trust

message is much further hidden than in

members will receive a

6 Brisbane, Katharine, ‘The Future in Black

generous 10 per cent

and White: Aboriginality in Recent

Jimmy Chi’s musical.
Following the commercial success of
The Boy From Oz came Shout!, a similarlythemed, though less-developed musical
based on the life of Johnny O’Keefe. Like I
Should Be So Lucky, Shout! had just one aim—

discount on purchases.
Just advise Middle Eight
of your membership.

its inability to raise any single question or
complexity places it in a vacuous box office
category where it stands beside I Should Be

this kind of theatre when she condemned

So Lucky—both financial (rather than artistic

contemporary Australian theatre for being

or moral) successes.

‘satisfied [with] the unending demand for

Barrie Kosky would probably dislike

spectacle—that which entertains without

each of the musicals discussed here.

challenging—without moving anything
much except a sore bum on a seat’.46 This

However, Peter Fitzpatrick argues that a

well-describes Shout!, a nostalgia-driven

unjustified, not only because several

pure entertainment trip ‘about as subtle as a
strip-o-gram’.47 Shout! had few questions or

musicals are finding significant artistic

complexities to raise, but it received a

quintessential hybrid performance art in an

popular and financial response to match its

age that increasingly values work that blurs

on-stage energy.

or stretches the conventional boundaries of

Although The Boy From Oz had its flaws,

constant denigration of the artform is

success, but because ‘music theatre is the

it nevertheless gave some insight into the

genre…it is clearly the form of and for the
times’.51 Both Fitzpatrick and Kosky’s

life of its subject. Shout! does not. The songs

theses can interact, however, with the view

of Shout! were not written by O’Keefe and

that, with reservations, some contemporary

thus give us no insight into his life, ambitions

Australian musical theatre pieces (like

or relationships, unlike The Boy From Oz.

Kosky) ‘believe in theatre as a sacred space
of metaphor, transformation and ritual’.52

In Shout! ‘the normally banal lyrics
come from someone else’s feelings, if they
come from anybody’s at all’.48 Some
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Kiss Me, Kate, later shone in Kismet and then

and Tikki Taylor headed a local cast that

gave us his definitive Fiddler on the Roof.

delighted audiences. Jill Perryman as Funny
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seems to be in a minor musical, Grab Me A

Girl, Nancye Hayes as Sweet Charity, and
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second-to-none.
A number of overseas stars did, however,
remain to enrich the Australian stage.
Virginia Paris, acclaimed as Bloody

Acclaimed New Zealand baritone Inia

Melbourne but memory plays strange

The Most Happy Fella, a musical version of a

tricks! Miss Bradley made a lovely and

Sidney Howard play, They Knew What They
Wanted. Although it had been filmed in

several years before returning to the United

1940 with Charles Laughton and Carole

States when her visa expired.

Lombard, audiences were not ready for a

Summer 2003

I don’t think it was ever presented in

Te Wiata appeared for Garnet Carroll in

Mary in South Pacific, resided here for

Jack Little, best remembered as a

My first memory of Sheila Bradley

dramatic musical set in the vineyards of

charming Anna in The King and I and
happily is still appearing on stage to this day.
There must be many other memories
amongst Victoria Theatres Trust members.
- Brian Miller, East Brighton n
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THE JOHN TRUSCOTT DESIGN FOUNDATION INC.

A place across the river

the theatres.
Roy was very keen

Vicki Fairfax’s monumental history of the Victorian Arts Centre, A
Place Across the River, has just been published by Macmillan Australia.
In this Design Dialogue Margaret Manion and Martin Carlson
of the John Truscott Design Foundation talk with her about
the project, with particular reference to the importance of
this public building in the design life of Melbourne.
I needed to follow up on the things

element of education about the Arts

contribution of this book to our

that people hoped the building

Centre. Indeed this became part of

knowledge of the Victorian Arts Centre?

would offer, and what they thought

the cultural thinking of the post-war

the programs might be.

era.

Vicki, could you start by talking about the

VF: I think the book tackles a number

	   The book, therefore, covers the

Do the various stages in the design of this

Arts Centre. Getting all that into

development of programs and it’s

building relate to the different visions

one book, albeit it a big book, was

about performances and artists too;

of its function over the long time of

tricky. Indeed, I had to start with

but it does start way back with the

its construction?

the design of the building and the

elements of its design.

of aspects of the function of the

way in which that changed over

When I started my research, it
was fascinating to find that Keith

that was first known as ‘The North

Murdoch’s vision for an Arts

End’—the northern end of the new

to finish. It was telling me for a

Centre was very different from the

National Gallery. In 1969, after he

while that it wanted to finish once

one we finished up with. Indeed

had completed the Gallery, Grounds

the doors of the Centre were

the final design emerged only 20–25

turned his attention to the Arts Centre.

opened, but since it is about an

years ago. Keith Murdoch’s idea of

Arts Centre, just to give an account

an Arts Centre was as an adjunct to

underground, so that the

about the building process would

the National Gallery. He envisaged

horticultural aspect of this adjacent

have been ridiculous.

a beautiful gallery with an adjacent

space might be preserved. Then,

cultural centre providing small

quite suddenly, when he realised

Arts Centre was to do. This was

venues for a range of small scale

that arts centres in this country

always the driving vision of the

performances—chamber orchestras

were growing prodigiously, the

people who worked there while it

and ballets, for instance—and

building came out of the ground.

was being built: what would this

special lectures. Throughout the

building be like, what would

1940s and ’50s there was always the

30 years.
	   Then this book in a sense wanted

The real subject was what the

happen when the doors opened. So

He thought of putting everything

There were various reasons for
this, and this was a major factor in
the kind of building we finished up

wanted the vista.
function driving design—which was

grows and grows. In

the reason that Roy was appointed

Roy’s designs from

in the first place—was reversed, and

the 1960s an overpass

the design started to drive the function.

River at the Victorian Arts Centre on Friday, 29 November 2002.
Photograph: Steb Fisher

with. Suddenly the design had to
scurry to catch up with the fact that

Roy’s desire to keep the building

and connected the

underground caused considerable

site with the

concern. It meant, for example, that

Snowden Gardens.

there could be 6000 people

the gardens. Because

underground at one time.
He was concerned about the building

Burke’s fondness for

coming above ground, because he

it, it was called

considered its scale was totally

‘Burke’s vista’. You

inappropriate for St Kilda Road.

would have this

Vicki Fairfax and Martin Carlson at the launching of A Place Across the

This is where the whole idea of

copper spire that

of Professor Joseph

VF: Yes, and the stage tower would

beautiful view: the

also come up: architects hate the

bluestone gallery,

shape of stage towers! When you

the dominating spire

look at Roy’s original design there

and the sweep of open

is the National Gallery, which is a

plaza to the river.

rectangle with three squares, and

Given the

the circular upper form of the

development of

theatres under the wonderful

Federation Square on

copper spire.

the other side of the

He clung to that and tried all

river, it would have

ways of keeping it. Then two major

looked stupendous.

things happened: first, the tender

Underneath the spire the theatres

for the foundations came in and it

we had major opera, drama and

were to be layered one on top of

was considerably more than the

ballet companies to provide for.

the other. Roy had to plan for the

budget for the entire project, then

three theatres we currently have,

while that was being contemplated

with two buildings instead of one? That

but the composition of the structure

the Westgate Bridge came down.

wasn’t originally planned was it?

changed depending on who had the

So Henry Bolte knocked the

What about the fact that we ended up

VF: No. Just to back track a little,

upper hand, Margaret Sutherland

whole plan on the head and said,

there was a decision made in the

and her musicians or the opera/

‘We don’t want any more heroic

Grounds’ original concept: putting everything

1950s to appoint Roy Grounds and

ballet people.

engineering going on in this state,

underground to give a sweeping panorama

not to have an architectural

from the Art Gallery to the river..

competition. That caused an

between a state theatre and a

get the building out of the ground,

enormous furore in architectural

concert hall. There was to be an

come back and talk to me.’

circles. There had been a

opera/ballet theatre, a playhouse

competition for the Sydney Opera

and a concert hall, and this was all

drawing board. Indeed he had to

House, but at the last minute it was

going to be in tiers. Jack Hardy,

reimburse the Arts Centre for the

decided not to go that way in

who worked for Bassett, the

time and costs of having to go back.

Melbourne. The reasons for this are

consulting engineers, said that at

He never really made up the lost

explained in the book.

one stage he had 60 escalators in

time, and the Theatres building was

his plans to get people in and out

entirely cost driven from then on.

When Grounds was appointed the
brief said that the design had to

Page 14

building underground, because he

theatres underground

spanned City Road

Grounds. He designed a building

bigger, but he still wanted the

on putting all the
beneath a defining

VF: Yes, and this process overtook Roy

to be quite small would have to be

ON STAGE

The design swung, so-to-speak,

of the building.

thank you very much. If you can

Roy literally went back to the

It just kept coming up above the

work from the inside out. Indeed,

When did the plan critically change?

ground until its cost married with

that is how he planned the Gallery,

VF: It began to change in 1969 when

the budget.

with the design evolving around

Roy started to design the theatres.

the art collection, but this is not

He realised that all those

what eventually happened with

auditoriums which were originally

Summer 2003

Roy’s free hand eventually came with
the Melbourne Concert Hall,

*
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when the Building Committee finally

Labourers’ Federation.

and the arrival of John Truscott. It
would be good to have your views on

managed, thanks to Sir Rupert

If none of these things had

Hamer, to get its hands on the

happened and the building had

the significance of this development

Snowden Gardens site. I always

been finished, as intended, in the

and how it came about.

think it was something of an irony

early 1970s, it would have taken

that the City Council did not want

only as long as Federation Square

had been asked for some time to

to build—four years.

give the Building Committee an

the Committee to have the
Snowden Gardens because of the

When did the Melbourne Concert Hall

beautiful Robin Boyd fountain that

detach itself from the Theatres in

was there; it had, of course, been

Roy’s plans?

paid for by Kenneth

VF: When the Theatres building came

VF: As I understand it, Roy Grounds

update on the interiors.
I believe that at the presentation
the darkness of the walls, the
masses of concrete, the nature of

Myer.    Inevitably the fountain was

up out of the ground. It had

the floor surfaces and even the

removed and the concrete shapes

become clear that you could not

ochres and browns of the tapestries

were destroyed, but the mechanisms

have all those performance spaces

in that context were so depressing

in the one building.

that Ken Myer, the Chairman,

are still in public storage in
South Melbourne.
It is very interesting to see how such a very
large public structure can be changed,

In fact, the Melbourne Concert Hall was
completed before the theatres.
VF: It was. Roy was actually designing

virtually said to Roy: ‘No’.
Initially the Building Committee was
confronted with a small model of the

or its original design not realised,

the Concert Hall before the land

interior designs, but it was difficult to

because of new needs. Wasn’t part of

had been secured. The Building

assess the colour effects on such a small

the problem the difficulty with the

Committee looked at the police

scale. Ken Myer immediately called for

foundations?

hospital site, now part of the

a mock up of one large bay of the

Victorian College of the Arts

Concert Hall. On seeing this, the

did not arise until Roy had

campus, but Snowden Gardens was

Committee unanimously resolved that

redesigned the theatres to be up

the obvious place.

an interior of sand blasted pillars and

VF: The difficulty of the foundations

concrete walls lined with jarrah wood

and out of the ground. He had just

The plans were well under way

solved one problem when another

before the Melbourne City Council

one emerged, and there was a

finally agreed to release that

succession of such problems in the

particular piece of land. By then,

Kilda Road into the Melbourne

early 1970s.

there were all those difficulties with

Concert Hall and look up, you get

the Theatres and the horrendous

a sense of what the interiors might

board had held things up. Everyone

union trouble, and it was also

have been—a mass of concrete, and

knew that the silt posed problems—

becoming difficult politically for

very dark. This, of course, was very

you can see how the road had to be

Sir Rupert Hamer.

much in the style of the late 1960s

Having to go back to the drawing

built up over the silty ground—but

There was a concerted campaign

no one quite knew what a devil of

against the Liberal government

a material it was.

both in Victoria and Canberra. So I

was inappropriate.
VF: I think that when you walk off St

and early ’70s, when the buildings
were designed.
When you think that originally

think the decision was made to go

the one theatre building was

own, which made it like a corrosive

ahead with the Concert Hall

planned to be six storeys

soup, as someone said.

because it could be finished in a

underground, the effect would have

relatively short time. Many engineers

been ghastly.

It had peculiar properties of its

Then there were other elements

I was interested to learn from

on the site that were corrosive to

would say that it was made too

concrete and steel. So everything

hastily, and having so many

Caroline Langer, John Truscott’s

had to be protected, and this again

complex building sites operating at

personal assistant, that John was

held things up.

once made it very difficult for the

claustrophobic. When he first used

architects to maintain control.

to walk around the Arts Centre he

There were problems with heat
and silt, which meant spending
another half a million dollars to
make sure that the silt did not

The different soil base of the Concert Hall
was an advantage.
VF: Yes it was. Both the Melbourne

hated it. For three months he felt as
though he was in a tomb.
A lot of his designs are about

heave up in the heat and crack the

Concert Hall and the National

suggesting daylight in the place. He

base slab.

Gallery are on basalt, in contrast to

gets these effects down almost into

the Theatres building, which is on

the stalls foyer, using backlights

the bed of the Yarra.

and reflective surfaces.

All of this caused delays—and by
the time the Theatres building was
under way we were in the thick of
problems with the Builders’
Page 16

The interior design of the buildings
involved another change in direction

Bringing in John Truscott was an unusual
step, and one in which George Fairfax

ON STAGE

played a big part. Not only was John
from outside the group of architects
involved, but he was even from outside
Australia at that time, and his special
gifts and experience were in theatre design.
His coming on board, however,
meant that the interiors of the buildings
were designed in harmony with the
nature of the performances that were to
take place there, and with a sense of
celebration and occasion.
VF: Yes. It was an extraordinary
decision to get a theatre designer
to create the interiors of the
buildings: it would not be the first
person you would think of by any
means. Nor would John’s previous
work have naturally led you to
think that he was the most suited.
In Hollywood he had been
involved in period work and the
creation of extraordinary costumes.
And when you get to the Theatres
building where there was less
money in the budget for the
interiors, John drew very much on
his experience with faux finishes.
He started doing this even when working
with the more liberal budget for the
Concert Hall. For example, John had
the concrete interior of the auditorium
painted in a variegated pattern of
colour.
At first he had some negative

Summer 2003

reaction from the builders and their
workers, but he won them over,
challenging them in new ways, and

time, in spite of the objections of some

they entered into the spirit of it.

that they would be vandalised.

The notion of painting that huge
concrete surface a variety of colours
was breathtaking. This points to
another aspect of what John was about:
enlisting the help of the workers in the
realisation of his new designs was
enriching for them and increased the
significance of their contribution to
these buildings.
VF: The workforce included a number
of master craftsmen who had rarely
had an opportunity to use their
special skills. Many were migrants
who had learnt these skills in other
countries. They were challenged in
all sorts of ways: how to put carpet
up the walls and lay it at angles
across staircases, for instance.
Beautiful work, really.
As part of John’s attention to detail, he
frequently called on the Building
Committee to check out things as he
went along—testing the seats for the
Concert Hall, for example, to see that
there was enough leg-room.
Another interesting aspect is how
well the furnishing and surfaces of the
buildings have withstood the test of

VF: I think one of John’s great gifts was
his eye both for detail and for the
complete picture. That is why now
difficulties sometimes arise when
people try to change something.
In John’s work every minuscule
detail has its appropriate place and
so if any one of the components of
a design feature is changed, the
proportions are not right. John
could spend six months working on
the proportions of a design or on
other details: we know, for
example, that he spent a long time
getting the right raspberry colour
to marry with the black glass in the
Smorgon Family Plaza.
Many of the engineers had
difficulties with this approach. Jack
Hardy said that at the beginning he
wondered why John just didn’t go
and get his colours out of a
McEwan’s catalogue! That was
pretty much how most of them must
have felt.
John’s eye for immaculate detail
completed the big picture. That is
why it is so satisfying to sit and

*
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look at the detail and see how
everything falls into place. I think

its distinguishing features.
This approach continues all the

going to create something which

the same after an arts centre has

will allow performers to do their best.’

been built.

At a later stage John was concerned with

Melbourne Festivals.
All that has had an impact on the

The Victorian Arts Centre still

design of the new city spaces. The

looking at the grille in the State

way through to the use of works by

Theatre’s ceiling is a great lesson in

great Australian artists as part of

the external surrounds of the complex.

has a huge role to play as a catalyst

placement of the sculpture in those

John Truscott design.

the decorative ensemble.

He flagged the idea of the front plaza,

for the arts in Melbourne, and there

spaces is also a statement of continuity

for example, with its high quality paving.

is a special energy and momentum

with the earlier cultural complex.

generated just because it is there.

It was originally a terrible mesh

John wanted audiences to be able to enjoy

grille that John said looked like a

in comfort world class music and

Still later, he was employed to decorate

backyard chook shed.

theatre in facilities that were equipped

the streets for the Melbourne Festival.

The Trust had the dilemma of
whether to approve re-erecting the
interior scaffolding so it could be

with state-of-the-art technology and
performance spaces.
VF: Let’s not forget that he wanted to

enhanced. Eventually they did, and

make sure that the performers had

John decorated it with thousands of

a degree of comfort backstage as

small sparkling brass

I sense that now, walking across

And the Flinders-Swanston Street
corner has come alive too in a new

Princes Bridge from Federation

way. Young and Jackson’s has fresh life,

is so much history, particularly now

Square.

and so has Flinders Street Station on

that we have a whole new, exciting

It’s surely not too fanciful to say that

the opposite corner. The Yarra, too, has

cultural complex at Federation Square.

the Centre now has another member

One might say, however, that all this

acquired enhanced status.

There is no doubt about the Arts

of the Arts family to speak to.

well. He did wonderful things with

Centre’s contribution to the history of

Another new energy is being provided by

the conductor’s room and the

the city of Melbourne, but does it

technology—by broadband links from

to have. In a sense the realignment

apparently random pattern but,

starring artist’s room in the Concert

belong to a particular age, an age that

the Museum of Victoria, to Federation

of Federation Square with the Arts

characteristic of John’s style, it was

Hall. He wanted all the backstage

has passed or is fast doing so?

Square, the Arts Centre, and the College

Centre makes this the new heart of

worked out to the last millimetre.

facilities to be the same, but it was

of the Arts. This opens up another aspect

the city. From the National Gallery,

Not just that: he also painted the

not practical.

not previously thought of.

for example, you now have a fresh

hemispheres.

   They’re in an

linking wires. George Fairfax
marvelled at those for years!
It is also interesting that John incorporated

The way in which he succeeded

Would you say that the Arts Centre
is a little tired?
VF: In terms of design certainly,

VF: You have the new Gallery, with its

VF: A number of people have said that
this is the city square we were meant

outlook on Melbourne.

With this issue of On Stage is a special offer
for VTT members of Vicki Fairfax’s book

A Place Across the River
●
The publication is a major initiative
of The John Truscott Design
Foundation Incorporated.
The Foundation is deeply indebted to the
ANZ Banking Group, The Besen Family Fund,
Mr John Leslie, Moran Australia, Dame
Elisabeth Murdoch AC, DBE, The Myer
Foundation, The Ian Potter Foundation,
The Victor Smorgon Charitable Trust
and The Hugh Williamson Foundation.
They have enthusiastically supported this
publication and have generously
contributed to its funding.
largely due to the way in which George

in bringing the people he worked

though not so much with regard to

paintings and sculptures, curving

with wholly onside says a great

the Concert Hall auditorium as

round the Centre for the Moving

A Place Across the River, it emerges that

closely with John, patiently supporting

what is at issue here is not the

him and helping to resolve the obstacles.

In listening to your comments and reading

the visual arts in his design of the

deal about the spirit of generosity

with some of the other spaces that

Image—the ‘new baby’—and then of

interiors. This not only brought

that pervaded the place, and about

have already been revamped and

course you keep on going in a

implementation of a fixed master plan,

Fairfax, as general manager, worked so

Martin Carlson, too, as deputy

together the visual and performing

John’s own spirit of generosity.

used for other than their original

variety of directions. And what is

but rather a dynamic design which

general manager, was an integral part

arts, but also involved the country’s

There are many stories about

purpose—such as the Performing

happening at the College of the

unfolds over time, responding to

of this support system.

Arts Museum.

Arts is particularly exciting.

changing needs and involving the

leading artists in the project.
VF: Yes. It says a great deal about

people being bewildered at first
and wondering what in the world

I think it is extraordinary how

There has been a great deal of talk over the

VF: I suppose as I have learnt more

participation and collaboration of

about John it has become clear that

many people.

he was a great artist. He showed

John’s powers of persuasion, that

he was talking about; and then,

the spaces have lent themselves to

last 20 years or so of an ‘arts precinct’

because his limited budget meant

three months later, driving

a variety of uses and have been

and this has been envisaged in a

Truscott’s contribution to the Arts

was young and later when he was

Centre, and indeed to the city of

with Gertrude Johnson’s National

Melbourne, should be viewed.

Theatre. George used to talk about

he couldn’t put up the leather walls

themselves almost nuts trying to

moulded and reshaped with the

number of ways. Do you think that such

he wanted, he enlisted the support

achieve it.

times.

a concept is now being realised?

of artists such as Arthur Boyd and
Sidney Nolan instead.
Extraordinary, really! I have

A recurring phrase of John’s
throughout this time was: ‘This is

As architecture, I think the

VF: Yes. This was actually talked about

buildings are still very much of this

as early as 1922 by architect Harold

time, and still meeting their basic

Desbrowe-Annear.

It is within this context that John

George Fairfax, too, needs special
mention not only for his key role in

extraordinary aptitude when he

John when he was in his early 20s
working at St Martin’s Theatre.

He came up with the idea of

securing the services of John Truscott,

having, as well as the city with its

but for the ways in which he facilitated

everything they did—70 productions

is already expressed in the painting

business and commercial components,

the implementation of John’s ideas.

in all. It was this kind of on-the-job

of the walls of the Concert Hall,

an area around the Shrine

which reflect the swirling waves in

surrounded by cultural buildings.

thought about this. John had a
great passion for this country and it

function and purpose. I think it was
John Hopkins who said no city is

The amount of public space that abuts the

certain rock formations in Western

John was a dedicated artist and a

For six years he designed

training at St Martin’s that

perfectionist. Looking back now you

equipped him to go to Hollywood

can see that he must have often been

and handle a cast of thousands.

Australia. John’s love of this country

street in Federation Square fascinating.

frustrated in the daily cut and thrust of

was heightened by his coming back

It would seem that the designers have

the huge challenge that was his at the

Australia and did his greatest and

from years overseas, and his eye,

been influenced by what they saw

Victorian Arts Centre.

most enduring work in his home

too, was more intently focussed on

happening at the Arts Centre and what

The trustees, however, never really

John Truscott did in the streets with his

saw this side of things, and this seems

An early elevation of the all-underground
Victorian Arts Centre, with all but the
copper-clad spire placed underground.
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It is terrific that he came back to

city, and that that city is now
growing once more.

The John Truscott Design Foundation Inc. was established largely by
people who worked with John at the Victorian Arts Centre but who
were aware that his interests and concerns extended beyond the
confines of a particular complex and beyondany particular art form.

We believe that if you want to commemorate someone’s past
achievements you have to do it in a living way, so that their values
and their strivings really mean something to the next generation.

The Foundation has focussed on design, because we think the design
element in our culture best expresses what John stood for, whether
design in the theatre, the street or to do with the cultivation of the
plants and flowers, which he loved.

For further information on the John Truscott Design Foundation Inc.,
please contact PO Box 69, East Melbourne, Victoria 3002.
Phone (03) 9415 6796; fax (03) 9415 8095
e-mail mdc@soundhouse.com.au.
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Pets of the Public

Arms and the Man was not Julius

A right royal romantic leading man

O

In 1910 Julius Knight gave the Australian première of Shaw’s Arms and the Man in Sydney.
In Part 7, Elisabeth Kumm continues the story of Knight’s broad-ranging career
—and yet another farewell to Australia.

Brisbane, returning to Sydney in May 1910,

time ever comes for me to make the trip

Knight’s first appearance in Shaw. It will be

opening on the 14th of the month with The

again I shall face it with a very light heart.’

remembered that in 1902 he played in the

Third Degree. Another new production,

first production of Mrs Warren’s Profession,

Henry of Navarre, followed on 11 June, with

tendered a farewell benefit by the profession,

when it was presented by the Stage Society
at London’s New Lyric Club.10

Julius Knight in the title role and Katherine

he sailed for ‘home’, and to the delight of

Grey as Marguerite.

Australian playgoers it was not long before

Arms and the Man was not the only play

On 4 July 1910, a special matinée

n Boxing Night 1909, at Sydney’s

American author’,4 The same critic thought

London in 1894 at the Avenue Theatre,

on the bill, being preceded by Arthur

performance of Pygmalion and Galatea was

Theatre Royal, Julius Knight

that Knight’s performance was hampered

with James Welch and Florence Farr, where

Conan Doyle’s one-act play Waterloo. In

presented at the Theatre Royal, with Julius

played the twin dei Franchi

by his being regarded as a romantic actor

it ran for 75 performances, and in New

this piece, Knight played Corporal

Knight and Maud Jeffries in the title roles.

by the audience, who could not accept him

York at the Garrick Theatre in 1895, with

Brewster, an 86-year-old veteran of the

brothers in The Corsican Brothers for the first
time, preceded by a short

Richard Mansfield and

Battle of Waterloo, a performance

play, The Sacrament of Judas,

Katherine Grey.

described by one critic as ‘one of

by Louis N. Parker, adapted

Although both these

from the French of Louis

seasons were successful, the

Tiercelin.

public did not take to Shaw

A week later, the old

and it was not until 1904,

the best things Mr Knight has
done on the Australian stage…a
beautiful bit of cameo art’.11
Waterloo and Arms and the

Maud Jeffries had been Knight’s leading

Man played for almost a month

revived, with Knight and

presented 10 of Shaw’s plays

in Sydney. The company then

Beatrice Day in the principal

in repertory at London’s Royal

departed for Melbourne, where

lady between 1903 and 1905, and had

roles.

Court Theatre, that he gained
popular support.7

they opened at Her Majesty’s Theatre on

retired from the stage following her

5 March with The Lion and the Mouse.

marriage to a wealthy squatter, happily

Interestingly, Arms and the

The play ran for a fortnight, after which

settling on his property at Gundaroo, 240k

has worn the grey coat of the

Man formed the basis of Oscar

the company left for Adelaide, opening on

Emperor more than a
thousand times’,1 The play

Straus’s operetta The Chocolate

26 March with The Lion and the Mouse. Arms

from Sydney, and with a two-year-old child
to care for.14 This was her first stage

Soldier, first performed in

and the Man followed on 6 April, and The Third

appearance since her retirement.

ran for a fortnight, after

Vienna in 1908 (as Der Tapfere

Degree, on 9 April.

which the company’s first

Soldat), New York in 1909 and

new production of 1910 was

London
in 1910.8

presented.
The Lion and the Mouse, by

In Australia in 1909, Arms

This last named play, another Charles

The play also reintroduced Ethel Knight
Mollison to audiences, a popular actress

Klein drama, had proved a sensation in

who had retired from the stage the previous

New York when first produced at the

year upon her marriage.

Hudson Theatre in February 1909. In

The company’s final Australian season

the English-born American-

and the Man was seen as

London in 1912, under the title Find the

opened at Melbourne’s Princess’s Theatre

based playwright Charles

something of an experiment

Woman, it played at the Garrick Theatre for

on 20 August 1910, when The Third Degree

Klein, opened on 22 January.

for J.C.Williamson Ltd, and

189 performances, with Arthur Bourchier

was given its first performance in that city.

It had first been performed at

the management would not

and Irene Vanbrugh in the principal roles.

Henry of Navarre, The Sign of the Cross, and

New York’s Lyceum Theatre

have been surprised if

in November 1905, with

audiences had stayed away.

Edmund Breese and Grace

In addition to Julius Knight and
Katherine Grey, the play introduced a new

Pygmalion and Galatea followed.
On 6 October, a matinée benefit was

Fortunately the play

actress to the company, Ethel Warwick.

held in Julius Knight’s honour at the

Elliston as John Burkett

proved a success, prompting

Princess’s Theatre when artists including Pip

Ryder and Shirley Rossmore,

The Sydney Morning Herald to

The 28-year-old Ethel Warwick was the
wife of Edmund Waller,12 and had been

characters ‘patterned after

write: ‘Bernard Shaw’s points

brought to Australia by J.C.Williamson the

appeared in excerpts from their current

John D. Rockefeller (the

are as sharp as a needle. He

previous year to appear in The Flag

repertoires.

villain) and muckraking

makes them in nearly every

Lieutenant and other plays, opposite

journalist Ida Tarbell (the heroine)’.2 It ran

as a ‘nasty’ character: ‘Mr Knight should

sentence. His dialogue is a duel of sharp

for 686 performances on Broadway, the
longest New York run up to that date.3

have had the audience dead against him.

points. The audience followed it with

The gallery should have hissed the arrogant

delight.

With The Lion and the Mouse, Knight’s
newest leading lady, Katherine Grey, an
American actress, made her Australian début.
At its first performance, the play was

and brutal millionaire...But Mr Knight
didn’t inspire any feeling of anger, hatred
or disgust’.5
The third play of the Sydney season

If this were a test of whether the

Thomas Kingston.
The Adelaide Advertiser declared the first

Powell, Kate Vessey and Eugenie Duggan,

Prior to his departure, Julius Knight gave
an interview with The Argus (4 October
1910): ‘I am going away…with no plans

Australian production ‘a striking success’

whatever, save that I intend to rest when I

and Julius Knight and Katherine Grey

reach England.

Australian audience could stand a play

received high praise for their powerful and

which required a little thinking, it was a

convincing performances.
The same reviewer noted, ‘The house

phenomenal success.’

‘So much of my life has been spent in
Australia that I shall miss many familiar and

5 ibid
6 According to Punch (Melbourne),
3 March 1910 the production of
Arms and the Man was the ‘first
performance of a Bernard Shaw

play in this part of the world. A couple
of amateur shows in Sydney at which
some of Shaw’s dramatic work was done
do not count’.
7 Entertaining Australia, p.158–9
8 Green, p.73
9 Entertaining Australia, p.155
10 On Stage, Summer 2002, p.5
11 Punch (Melbourne), 3 March 1910
12 Actor and son of Lewis Waller, who was
regarded as a ‘pale’ version of his father.
13 Register (Adelaide), 9 April 1910
14 Maud Jeffries’ son, James, was born in
1908. A subsequent child, a daughter,
born in 1911, died in infancy.
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and full of human interest, the production

professionally to Australia. Everyone has

was as much the personal triumph of the

of Shaw’s plays to be produced commercially
in Australia.6

following year, it was also well received,

was great, and the audience were thrilled
through and through’.13

been so kind…

It had previously been performed in

opened at Melbourne’s Theatre Royal.9
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1910, p.131

producers of the English speaking

was produced by J.C.Williamson’s the
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4 Punch (Melbourne) 27 January

actresses, directors, playwrights, and

Bernard Shaw’s Arms and the Man, the first

the literary and dramatic sense, of the

2 Bronner, p.273

friends…I owe so much personally and

praise for her faultless performance: ‘[It]

running for 52 performances when it

1 Punch (Melbourne), 13 January 1910, p.68

was crowded, the play was strong, tense,

was another Australian première, George

American actress as it was the triumph, in

Footnotes

very pleasant associations and many

well received, with Miss Grey receiving

When the musical version of the play

To be continued…

‘I owe so much personally and professionally
to Australia. Everyone has been so kind…
I should be sorry to think that I was
nevercoming back to Australia.’

when Harley Granville-Barker

it was noted that ‘Mr Knight

their idol was with them once again.

3 Applebaum, p.28

favourite, A Royal Divorce, was

With these performances,

Thus, on 7 October 1910, after being

Next the company travelled north to
Summer 2003

‘I should be sorry to think that I was
never coming back to Australia, and if the

The Argus (Melbourne), Register (Adelaide),
On Stage (Melbourne), Punch (Melbourne),
The Sydney Morning Herald

n
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Molnar’s way

Me and Matcham

A quirky look at the past by the late architect, academic and humourist George Molnar, published in
The Sydney Morning Herald in 1959 as one of a series dealing with Elizabethan Theatre Trust productions.

London VTT member Barry J. Gordon (below, left) confesses his love affair
with the theatres of the legendary British architect Frank Matcham (right).

The Shifting

The play ends with the birth of a little New
Australian; to be christened: ‘Gino’. A

Nude With Violin, at the then

Theatre, in 1958, I had two odd

rundown Richmond Theatre, not

encounters with Matcham

This, I think, is a pretty heavy price to

knowing at the time that I was

creations—both with an Oz

pay by a little boy who has to go through

performing in such an historic

connection: I very briefly trod the

schools, be he Italian, Australian, or just the

theatre designed by the great

boards of his flagship, the London

proverbial lamb led to the slaughter.

Victorian architect, Frank Matcham.

Coliseum (below), being auditioned

Nevertheless its faded beauty

by Freddie Carpenter for a production

Momma Bianchi…………..Lyndall Barbour

Abbot, Devon, England, 1854; died

Circus and Blackpool Ballroom, along with

young Tommy Steele, with whom I worked

venomous mouth-organ; Momma Bianchi,

Westcliffe-on-Sea, Essex, 1920) has only

Harrogate’s Kursaal Hall.

in his revival of his production of Singin’ in

National Theatre Ballet
School in new feature film

grown in about the past 30 years. Indeed,

skirmishes; Maria, the sad-eyed daughter,

my 1960s copy of The Oxford Companion to

theatres and over 50 ‘re-builds’; and it was

some 30 years later, and during this tour I

Theatre makes no mention of the man!

known that at one time he was at work on

worked in a number of Matcham theatres.

which knows that to be a foreigner is

The world of Leila and Donny, of Sergeant
Lukie. A world of suspicions and hatred.
goes up every day.


n
© George Molnar Estate

Gus goss

The dear old Comedy is not used nearly
enough these days. Over
the years I’ve seen

corps de ballet in the film will comprise all

countless plays there, as

involved in a new feature film being made

the school’s diploma students.

well as ballets,

production company, Forte Communications.
The film, tentatively titled Let Me Not, is
a coming-of-age story of a former dance
student who fails in love with a man 10
years her senior.
Dance forms a strong background to the

pantomimes, musicals, one

National Theatre Ballet School director
Beverly Jane Fry will play the role of the

person shows, revues, films

ballet mistress.

and even, if my usually
infallible memory is

Fry will also choreograph all the dance

correct, boxing matches. But never opera.

scenes in the new movie.
The filmmakers, Ruth and Ron Brown,

Why not?
I think it would be ideal. A nice big

have made numerous television and

story, which climaxes with a classical pas

corporate videos, and countless music

stage, 1000 seats and perfect acoustics. So I

de deux.

videos of bands such as Crowded House,

was excited to hear a whisper that around

Mondo Rock and with John Farnham.

May 2003 we just might meet a lovely maid

Graduate student Benjamin Franzen has
been cast as the male dance lead, four
female students have feature roles, and the

in the moonlight there. Don’t forget, you

Filming is scheduled to begin early
in 2003.

n

read it here first.
-Gus, the Theatre Cat n
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Since then, however, enormous focus
has singled out Matcham’s matchless

ON STAGE

eight projects per year!
The great secret of the demand for his

the Rain for a Number One national tour

Matcham was developing plans for his
masterpiece, the Hackney Empire, but

contribution to British theatre, and has

work was his amazing ability to use the

redirected his efforts to the over-the-top

fuelled my own curiosity about his work,

minimum space to maximum effect,

London Coliseum—the main reason being

and to pay homage to him in this article…

enabling him to create ‘jewels’ on sites at

that he wanted to build the largest theatre

which other architects baulked.

in London, exceeding in its seating capacity

Francis (known as ‘Frank’) Matcham
was aged 14 when he began work in the

The curtain goes up on a tragedy. It

The National Theatre Ballet School is
by the Melbourne film and television

Among the 150 projects, 92 were new

the avenging spirit of the across-the-fence

Outside the fence the world of the natives.

Detective-Sergeant……Gordon Glenwright

Cinderella. I did not get a job! One

of the play: Poppa Bianchi, mild soul with a

something shameful.

Donny Pratt……………………..Keith Jarvis

It’s odd today to think that

of the stars of this production was the

loving, but with the true Anglo-Saxon heart

Gino Bianchi……………….Richard Beynon

of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s
spectacular arcade in Leeds, the Blackpool

married to Clarry, the Australian, kind,

Maria……………………….Dinah Shearing

made a lasting impression.
interest in Matcham (born Newton

The drawing here shows the characters

Leila Pratt…………………...Neva Carr Glyn

Following soon after my UK

dropping of prejudices; the ear of tolerance.

makes you laugh and it can hurt you. It is real.

Clarry Fowler…………………Frank Waters

been demolished.

the union of Old and New Australians, the

Apart from this, it’s well worth seeing. It

Poppa Bianchi…………………...Tom Farley

to report, some others that have

was appearing in a

début on the stage of the Richmond

A cruel play.

Cast, in order of appearance:

in London I

unsuccessful play by Noel Coward,

This the author did to him to symbolise

It was directed by May Hollinworth, with scenery by Frank Hinder.

performed in 13; and, sad

production of a somewhat

terrible burden of a name.

Richard Beynon’s play premiered at the Elizabethan Theatre, Newtown, 4 October 1957.

O

nly weeks after I arrived

In the 40-plus years I have worked in

the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane. This he

offices of a local architect and surveyor. Later

the UK, I can recall having played in 75 or

moving to London, he joined the practice

more venues. I can’t remember the names

of Jethro T. Robinson who was consulting

of the many plays I have appeared in.

the home of the English National Opera

theatre architect to the Lord Chamberlain.

More recent memories of national tours,

and is currently being given a makeover. I

achieved by a small but winning number.
The Coliseum, opened in 1904, is now

In 1877 he married his employer’s

however, have aroused my curiosity about

understand it is to be redecorated in

youngest daughter. Within a year his new

Matcham’s work: and I am pretty sure that

imperial purple…a colour too far perhaps?

father-in-law had died and Matcham took

of the existing theatres—27 in all—I have

But the famous ball that mounts its tower is

over the family

being restored

practice.

and will, when

Although he was
what today we would
call a workaholic,

re-erected,
revolve again.
Then, again

he was undoubtedly

in early 1958, I

something of a

was in a sadly

genius in his

neglected

particular field.

Matcham theatre

It is calculated

rehearsing for a

that he was

newly formed

responsible for the

repertory

design and building

company to be

of 150 venues in

set up in Norwich,

all—generally

in Portsmouth’s

theatres, but

New Theatre

including a

Royal.*

Summer 2003
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performing, for instead of the usual naked

But then Aberdeen is known as ‘The

classical caryatids used as supports, the

project has been my reunion with the

hang framed original designs of The

Granite City’.

oriental theme has large and lovable

Richmond Theatre (below and right) now

Master, including those of London’s East

elephants instead (detail left).

restored at a cost of £4 million (A$11.2

End meant-to-be flagship, the Hackney

million). The theatre’s archivist, Norman

Empire, which is currently being restored at

in Blackpool’s Grand Theatre (below). At

Fenner, is a walking encyclopedia, not only

mind-boggling cost.

the time one was aware of the great character

of the Richmond building but of all and

of the place, but since the successful

everything to do with theatre generally.

Despite its somewhat dour exterior,
it is exceedingly attractive inside. [See
‘All the world’s a stage’, page 38]
A favourite with touring companies
is Buxton’s Opera House. Set in that

Centenary Appeal (1894-1994) enormous

many to have the most perfect acoustics.

funding has resulted in spectacular restoration.

The unique feature of this very pretty

prettiest and cosiest theatre possible’. Now

He recently invited me for a personal

The proscenium arch at Richmond
bears the motto—there since its
construction—a quote from Alexander Pope:

tour to see the superb restoration and

‘To wake the soul by tender strokes of art’. I

additions, making it now probably the most

hope that I may have added a brushstroke!

beautiful theatre in the UK. Its original

Author’s P.S.: I wonder if the designs of

building is its original large gas chandelier,

it’s considered to be ‘the jewel in the crown

capacity of 920 people is now reduced to a

which has been restored to working order.

of British theatres’.

very ‘comfortable’ 840. And, like all

Matcham sources?

But I must return to where I started:

heating purposes but, because of its

Richmond Theatre, that is, in 1958. In

positioning, was used to clear the auditorium

1964 my production of the musical Stop the

of its stale and smoky atmosphere by

World, I Want to Get Off started there on its

drawing up the air below and making it

tour. It starred James (‘Jimmy’) Perry who

more environmentally friendly for the patrons!

was ‘discovered’ by Jon Croft. They

One of my firm favourites is Belfast’s
Grand Opera House and Circus.
Twice badly damaged by bombs during

Matcham’s originals, it has that unique
feature of his—NO pillars, but utmost safety.
The extensions include a super

appearance on a Matcham stage with

most imaginative. The décor and

Quayle’s King Lear.
had incredible and enthusiastic help from,

boxes have changed little since they were

in particular, Belfast’s Grand Opera House;

designed and constructed in 1895.

Blackpool’s Grand Theatre; The Frank

Although I appeared there with Anthony

Matcham Society, based at a wonderful

Quayle and his company in King Lear, it

address: The Theatre Royal, Drury Lane—

was hard not to wear a silly grin while

in Wakefield, North Yorkshire that is!

ALKendall@aol.com

London Hippodrome.
Opened in 1900 as a venue for circuses,
water spectacles and variety, it was
converted into a conventional theatre in
1910 and became a popular home for

Since getting this piece together I have

motif, and the tiers of stage and circle

England, e-mail the Secretary Ann Kendall at

is left of another Matcham masterpiece, the

…I started my work in the UK in this

twice restored, its interior is for me the

For details of The Frank Matcham Society,

Hippodrome hoo-ha

television series such as Dad’s Army. So…
theatre and then, in 1987, I made my last

n

A battle is raging over the future of what

became the co-writers of long-running

recent ‘troubles’ in Northern Ireland and

ornamentation within have an oriental

directed by

When built it was said to be ‘the best,

The most rewarding aspect of this

any of Victoria’s old theatres derive from

This unusual item was not meant for

was started and

During the same Quayle tour, we played

attractive spa town, it is considered by
Annually there is an Opera Festival.

The company

‘Matcham Room’, on the walls of which

be constructed entirely with granite!

revues and musical comedy, hosting shows
such as Sunny, Hit the Deck, Perchance to
Dream and Starlight Roof (1947), which
introduced 12-year-old ‘little Julie Andrews’.
The Folies Bergère ran there from 1949
until 1951.
In 1958 it was converted into Talk of

Hector Ross, with

the Town, a combined restaurant and

whom I had earlier

cabaret. Headliners included Shirley Bassey

appeared in White Cargo at

(who made her début there in 1959), Frank

Melbourne’s Comedy Theatre.

Sinatra, Judy Garland, Elton John, Cliff

Happily, the Portsmouth New

Richard, Sammy Davis Jnr, Tom Jones and

Theatre Royal has been

The Seekers.

restored wonderfully.

After a £3.5 million ($9.8 million)

The season in Norwich was not an

refurbishment in 1983 it was reborn as the

overwhelming success, the only highlight

Hippodrome nightclub.

being the opportunity of appearing in Long

The planning application seeks to retain

Day’s Journey Into Night with the eccentric,

the Grade II listed exterior, but demolish

incomparable Irish actor-manager Anew

what remains of the auditorium, replacing it

McMaster, with whom I became great friends.

with an amusement arcade, shops, offices

It would be impossible in an article

and a roof-top restaurant. There are no

such as this to go into detail of all the

plans to include live performances.

Matcham theatres I have played in, but

Saving the Hippodrome is spearheaded

there is a number which, for particular

by the Save London Theatres Campaign,

reasons, attracted my attention and have

which counts the restoration of the 1904

stood out in my memory.

Lyceum among its achievements. It also has

So, to mention a few…His Majesty’s
Theatre, Aberdeen: built on an unlikely

the endangered Mermaid, London, the

site, it was the only theatre in the world to

Redgrave in Farnham and the Thorndike in
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Leatherhead on its ‘save’ list.
Summer 2003
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Christmas was an
upstairs, downstairs affair

Upstairs at the Victorian Arts Centre,

Highlights included:

The Twentieth of May
In the concluding part of Robert Foster’s confessions of a chorus boy, he is back in Melbourne, back in a
musical—and back out-of-work. But My Fair Lady is just around the corner.

from its backing and torn.

around 60 members of VTT gathered in

n

The Bell Shakespeare Collection,

the St Kilda Road foyer on 11 December

n

The Gordon–Frost Collection,

conservators lifted and cleaned each of the

for a Christmas get-together hosted by

n

The Anne Haddy Collection,

poster’s 16 panels before re-laying them

the Performing Arts Museum, curator

n

Conductor’s stand used by Hector

onto to a linen backing.

With brain-surgery delicacy,

Carolyn Laffan and research officer

Crawford for the ‘Music for the   

Catherine O’Donoghue.

People’ concerts at the Sidney Myer
Music Bowl,

Later, their hospitality included
downstairs tours of PAM’s backstage work.

n

capital project. This provides more efficient
storage for specific object types (especially
archival boxed collections and costumes)
and improved access to material for
exhibitions, loans and research.
The project is structured in three
discrete stages and is expected to be
completed by 2004.
Carolyn and Catherine took VTT
members on a fascinating behind-thescenes tour to see the results of the recent
completion of Stage 2.

research into the involvement of the Lindsay
family in the Australian theatre scene.

Company production of Death of a

The Museum’s collection storage facility
has been transformed as part of a major

Costume worn by Mel Gibson as

The Victoria Theatres Trust thanks the

Salesman, and
n

Costumes from The Boy From Oz.

Conservation

At the stage door, a pair of brass
barred the way into the theatre’s inner
sanctum. I entered.
‘Yes?’ called a voice from a booth on

preservation program, a large theatrical

function such a memorable one.

poster designed by Norman Lindsay has
recently been conserved.

Evan Hercules says thanks

‘I’m here to see Miss Pounder,’ I replied.
‘Aren’t they all! She’s very busy at this



Dear Henry and VTT members

The new two CD set, Joan Sutherland-—
Live In Australia 1965, recreates the theatre
atmosphere with generous excerpts and
includes an added treat: her curtain speech

thing you ever see. And then there’s the

to the right.

applause. Whether you’re in the front row

I was introduced to those I didn’t know,

or the back row of the chorus, you feel it’s

which was the majority. Rodney was given

for you and you love it. It lifts you higher

You’ll have to wait. What’s your name?’

guardianship of me for meeting and

than you’ve ever been before.

I gave her the information she required.

greeting the cast.

The critics predicted the show would

‘Now, Monday 10.00am for rehearsals,’
Pounder continued. ‘Costume fitting in the

didn’t share the critics’ enthusiasm. After a

Lady of the Pluck Up, or the Days of ’84 which

members who signed that very large and

on your right.’

afternoon, you’ll have to have a shoe fitting,

quick Melbourne-Brisbane-Sydney tour we

premiered at the Princess Theatre,

wonderful Christmas card, which arrived

Thursday an ensemble rehearsal—and we’ll

discovered in The Sydney Morning Herald

Melbourne, on 23 September 1911.

on my doorstep. It was a delightful card

far as the dragon was concerned; the package

fit you into the show by Friday night.

before a Saturday matinée that we were

and so totally unexpected. It not only made

had been signed for and dispatched. I followed
the directions given.

Although structurally sound, the poster

‘Thank you’—which went for nothing, as

‘Can I help you, young man?’ It was the
-Evan

same distinguished man that had held the

7 January 2003 n

auditions in Sydney. I explained who I was.

Gus goss

accompanying booklet, which gives
detailed notes by opera researcher and
authority Brian Castles-Onion.

Another fine mess
Remind me to remind The

Dame Joan’s supporting artists, all
heard on the CDs, include Luciano

Age’s City Reporter‚ Royce

Pavarotti, John Alexander, Joseph Ward,

Millar, who reported on the

Richard Cross, Joseph Rouleau, Monica

Victorian Arts Centre’s bid to

Sinclair, Elizabeth Harwood, Spiro Malas,

expand the environs of the Sidney Myer

Morag Beaton, Robert Allman, Lauris Elms

Music Bowl (9 January 2002), that Carrillo

and Clifford Grant.

(not Carillo) Gantner is the grandson of

The entire Sutherland repertoire of the
season is included: Semiramide, Faust, La
Lucia di Lammermoor; maybe for JS5?
Joan Sutherland—Live In Australia 1965 is

through Middle Eight Music.
Just phone (03) 9510 5109 or contact
them on www.middle8.com.

closing in seven days.

Seeing it you’ll believe it. Ron, would you

My career lasted six months.

organise that for me?—and welcome to

More auditions, more part-time jobs,

the theatre.’

then I was back at the Theatre Royal, Sydney,

She kissed my cheek and left in the
direction of the chorus boys. Her voice

this time for the My Fair Lady auditions.
Ron (the name that went with the

out front to see the show and we’ll catch up

rang out, ‘More sparkle, darlings! I know

distinguished gentleman) and Pounder were

at interval.’ He lead me through to the

you’re butch baseballers, but we can still

in control again. This time I got my act

office section and got the house manager to

smile, even with a bat in our hands.’

together and looked the part. Before I knew

organise my seating, ‘See you back here at
interval.’ And he was gone.
While I was 177cm in height and a

I learnt afterwards this was Pounder’s

it I was back on the Spirit of Progress

first opportunity as an Australian

heading for Melbourne. My first stop was

choreographer of an American musical.

with the porter.

medium build, I felt dwarfed by the

Normally the director, the stars and the

atmosphere and the surroundings. When

dance director were all imported, but for

on this trip, as I’ve had experiences that I

I’d come to the theatre before it was all an

the first time since Toni Lamond broke the

didn’t enjoy on this train,’ I announced.

‘I hope I’ve been allocated a single cabin
*

The author

Sidney Myer (not Sir Sidney Myer).


‘I suggest you sit out front again tonight.

run forever. Unfortunately the audience

–Gus the Theatre Cat n

Contacting VTT

Traviata and La Sonnambula—except for

generous 10 per cent discount by ordering
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the left,’ Pounder directed, and headed off

‘Oh, you’ve arrived. Sign here,’ indicating

Maj, Melbourne.

provided a dedication in the comprehensive

The spots from the gallery are the first

a logbook. ‘Through the double doors, first

$49.95 rrp but VTT members can receive a

co-operation and support—she has even

‘Ballet boys to the right, chorus boys to

I would like to thank you and all those

following La Sonnambula, recorded in The
The CDs are issued with Dame Joan’s

Before I knew it I was in it. My first

moment. There is a performance going on.

‘Ah, the new boy. We might pop you

performances produced.

ever seen, but good to work with.

advertise the Randolph Bedford play The

Much of the paper surface was lifting

Anyone who went to the season will

we headed down a set of narrow bluestone

blonde with the most amazing turnout I’d

‘Hurry up, what do you want?’

by John Newman and Tikki Taylor in 1984.

remember the justifiable excitement these

‘Come and meet the boys,’ she said as

O’Donoghue, for their generous hospitality

important collections and objects.

Grand Opera Company in 1965.

we’d known each other for years.

called to work with me, a quiet pretty

footlights. I’ll never forget that night.

Museum has acquired a number of

to Australia with the Sutherland-Williamson

nightclub scene a girl called Pattie was

At interval Pounder welcomed me as if

costumes and with two doors.

Thankyou all.

Miss) Joan Sutherland’s triumphant return

new mantle with pride and professionalism

woman with carrot red hair demanded

my day, I could say it made my Christmas.

before-heard live recordings of Dame (then

thorough. I was quick at learning. In the

housed the switchboard. A dragon of a

it was generously donated to the Museum

double the play with two records of never-

Rehearsals were strenuous but

outside. Now it was up to me to wear my

Barrand, Carolyn Laffan and Catherine

had been stored rolled for many years before

time, their fourth Joan Sutherland Rarities is

they had followed on with this production.

Victorian Arts Centre, and especially Janine

Over the past year the Performing Arts

Desirée Records has done it again. This

stage door I’d left my amateur status

mould with an Australian cast in Pajama Game,

night. The front cloth rising. That row of

New acquisitions

Sutherland, encore!

The moment I’d stepped through that

stairs to a small basement room full of

and for making the VTT Christmas

high x 4000mm wide, was created to

huge billboards promoting Damn

Yankees overpowered the building.

illusion, but now I was part of it.

the right hand side of the entrance, which

As part of the Museum’s on-going

The poster, which measures 3600mm

dominate Exhibition Street. The

swinging doors with inserts of leadlight

The Museum plans to undertake further

Biff in the 1982 Sydney Theatre

Storage project

Loose fragments were then secured to
the new surface.

H

er Majesty’s Theatre seemed to

n

The postal address for the
Victoria Theatres Trust
has changed. Mail should
now be sent to
Victoria Theatres Trust
PO Box 382
Malvern, Victoria 3144
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‘Let me check for you, sir, as to what
we can do,’ came the reply.

This was it! The weeks of toil were about
to bear fruit.

Suddenly I was in a single cabin. It was

The overture began, the curtain rose—

more like a closet than a cabin, but at least

and the rest is history. That charity opening

the feeling of asserting myself was coming

was more exciting than the official opening

to the fore.

night for me—that first contact with an

The Clare Castle Hotel became my
home for the rehearsal period; on today’s

audience, my first opening night.
Now the dust had settled and the

standards it would probably rate one star, if

tensions released, we all started to organise

that, but it was close to the theatre.

our accommodation.

First rehearsal call for MFL
was in the dress circle foyer of
The Maj, with the huge Rupert
Bunny painting of Melba staring
down as the cast poured up the grand

interested, that makes the foursome.’

That night after the show I was returning to
my second floor room. The glass of sherry
was still waiting in another room, gleaming
in the light of the lamp. The invitation
didn’t appeal but the curiosity did.
Without thinking of the consequences I
pushed open the door, tossed off the sherry
and turned to find a naked body on the

This was it! The weeks of toil were about
to bear fruit. The overture began,
the curtain rose—
and the rest is history

staircase.
Robin Bailey arrived looking just like
Higgins, and a young blonde girl bubbled

‘Where are you staying?’ Jon, one of
‘The Clare Castle, across the road. Very

overflowing. It was Bunty Turner—Eliza.

handy but I need to find something cheaper,’

Then came the American contingent of
director and choreographer—Pounder was
not permitted this one—and Gabriel Joffe,
the music man. The crew was all there.
Now it was time to put it together. We
split into our groups. The Royal Ballet was

I replied.
‘Just don’t drink the sherry,’ Jon
warned.
‘What do you mean?’ I enquired.
‘You’ll see,’ came the reply.
One week later I found out. Heading to

in residence at the theatre which eliminated

my room on the second floor, I noticed a

us from using the stage, so the dancers went

door to one of the bedrooms ajar, just

to a church hall in Lonsdale Street.

enough for one to see a sherry glass on the

A special fitting room was built for the

chest of drawers, nicely lit by the reading

Ascot costumes—10 little ballet girls went

lamp. I hesitated, and took a mental note

into that room and 10 stately women came

of it all till I saw Jon tomorrow.

out. The cast applauded the magnificent

‘Jon, the glass of sherry you mentioned,

Cecil Beaton costumes, perfectly

I saw it last night at the hotel. What does

reproduced for the Melbourne opening.

it mean?’

Each day something new happened and
the excitement of something great was

‘You didn’t drink it, did you?’ Jon

bed.
‘Thanks for the drink, and
goodnight.’ As I was about to bow out
I realised who it was—my companion
from my maiden voyage on the Spirit

of Progress!
‘Roger! What are you doing here?’ I asked.

the dancers, asked me.

her way through the cast, effervescence

Exeunt

The sherry glass again

‘I was in town and I thought I’d catch
your show. I always stay here, very handy.
Now come over here and I’ll give you a
performance you’ll never forget.’
‘Thanks, but I’ve already caught your
act and the finale leaves a lot to be desired.’
‘Sorry about that, but I had a special
meeting and everything needed to be spot
on.’
‘It’s a shame you’re such a louse. I think
I could have liked you,’ came my answer.
‘Let me make it up to you,’ was his reply.
‘No thanks. I’m not interested.
Goodbye, Roger.’
I left the room and quickly entered
mine. I sat on the bed and thought, ‘I think
I’m growing up’.

May 1959

asked anxiously.

Before entering the dressing room I always

building in the cast. I remember the

‘No, I didn’t.’

checked the mailbox and the rehearsal call

ballroom scene with its twin revolves, 20

‘Good. It’s an invitation to a night of

sheets. The dancers always had a 10.30am

dancers whirling, with music swelling to a

wining, riding and rooting. If you enter it

call on a Friday, understudies on Thursdays.

climax as layers of chandeliers descended

means you’re available to whoever’s

Tonight there was a new message:

from the flys, and Bunty sweeping in, in a

behind that door. It could be a friend or

‘Next week on Wednesday after the

beautiful white bejewelled gown—the

someone you hate. It’s an old theatrical

performance, a cocktail party will be held

thrilling finale to Act One.

custom that goes with that hotel.’

in the Green Room with a special guest Mr

23 January
The first dress rehearsal with a charity
audience. Tension was at its height.
The build-up to the arrival of this show
was incredible; so was the weather. A heat
wave of the type that only Melbourne can
produce added to the hype in an
unairconditioned theatre.
‘Overture and beginners please,’ came
the call over the PA system. Ron was in
prompt corner.
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‘I think it’s time I got out of there.’

Danny Kaye joining us to celebrate Eliza

‘Shirl Conway is moving out of her

Doolittle Day. Time: 11.30pm. Date: 20 May.’

house in Pink Alley off Little Collins Street.

January 1959 till now, more than 40 years

share it to cover the rent. Do you want to

later, there’s still a magic about that show,

be in it? We each have our own room plus

and no matter what people say, when those

share the kitchen and bathroom.

lights come up and that music starts you

interested?’ Jon asked.
‘Yes please.’ Deep down, I thought just
to have the company would be an asset.
‘I’m asking Kevin and Ian. They’re

show business—Maurice Gibb has died in

31.10.14–31.5.02

Miami from a heart attack that occurred

the charts with ‘You Win Again’. A hugely

Co-founder of The Children’s Theatre
Guild of Victoria, Sarah Ellen (Sadie)
Armstrong (née Olle) was born in Melbourne
and raised in country Victoria at
Yackandandah and Beechworth. She was
an excellent student, coming dux every
year at Beechworth High School.
She followed a scholarship to the
teachers’ college in Melbourne with several
years teaching in Victorian country towns.
On Sadie’s first date with her husbandto-be, Bill Armstrong, he took her to see
Swan Lake—a move which impressed her as
no former escorts had ever taken her to see
a ballet. They married in 1942, and had
three daughters.
As well as teaching maths and English
at Canterbury Girls’ High School, Sarah
directed and costumed the school plays.
This interest led to her co-founding
The Children’s Theatre Guild of Victoria
with her husband, mounting professional
productions of children’s plays in the
holidays.
They scheduled Shakespeare and oneact plays from the annual school curriculum
and also commissioned Peter O’Shaughnessy
to write Mumba Jumba and the Bunyip for them.
In 1962, when Bill’s Commonwealth
Government department relocated to
Canberra, The Children’s Theatre Guild’s
work was continued by the Melbourne
Theatre Company as its youth program.
Sarah continued teaching and directing
school plays at Telopea and Deakin high
schools, winning at the Eisteddfod for her
production of The Pied Piper of Hamlyn.
She and Bill were active with Canberra
Repertory Society and even in retirement
they continued their interest in theatre and
the arts. Bill died in 1991.

while he was undergoing intestinal surgery.

successful stage version of Saturday Night

He was 53

Fever, starring Australian Adam Garcia,

acceptance card.

each awarded CBEs in the Queen’s 2002

encouraged them to form a distinctive close

New Year Honours List.

harmony vocal group, which they called
the Brothers Gibb.
The family moved to Brisbane in 1958.

W

Kevin Hanily

Barry started his composing career and the

27.1.35–14.10.02

boys continued performing, abbreviating

one of the best-

he struggled with alcohol related problems.

known faces in

His second wife, Yvonne, is the mother of

By 1964 he was stage manager for 

their stage name to Bee Gees. After being
‘discovered’ by Col Joye and Kevin
Jacobsen they were signed by Festival
Records, who released the first of a series of
singles in 1963.
Though they were popular and released
an album, they did not top the local charts
until ‘Spicks and Specks’. This became a
major hit in January 1967, just as the boys
left for Britain. Signed by the Robert
Stigwood Organisation, they made the Top
20 on both sides of the Atlantic with their
first English recording, ‘New York Mining
Disaster 1941’. They had another hit with
‘Massachusetts’. By now they were being
hailed as successors to the Beatles.
After several big selling albums and hits
like ‘I Started a Joke’, disagreements halted
their progress. They reformed in 1970 and
achieved further hits with ‘Lonely Days’
and ‘How Can You Mend a Broken
Heart?’. Maurice married Scottish pop
singer Lulu in 1969, but they divorced in
1973. At the same time musical styles
changed and the group’s progress faltered.
Then came another hit, ‘Jive Talkin’’, and
the soundtracks of the films Saturday Night

12.1.2003

virtual oblivion for some years, though they

and producer—and

ON STAGE

was released in 2001. The Bee Gees were

and their mother, a former singer,

Stayin’ Alive. Glam rock pushed them into

vocalist, arranger

n

group’s last album, This Is Where I Came In,

brother Barry. Their father, a band leader,

22.12.1949–

keyboard player,

I picked up a pen and wrote my

has repeated its success internationally. The

December 1949, three years after their

more than 30 million copies, and its sequel,

Bass guitarist,

you’ve done it.

premiered at the London Palladium, and

were born on the Isle of Man on 22

Fever, which achieved worldwide sales of

Maurice Gibb

still want to be up there, just to know

Maurice and his twin brother Robin

In 1987 the Bee Gees returned to top of

Kevin Hanily was
born in Leongatha,
Victoria, the eldest
of three surviving
children. When he
was 11 his family
moved to the
Mallee but Kevin
became a boarder
at St Patrick’s
school, Ballarat, which he hated, giving him
a sense of solitude which dogged him in
later life.
He left school at 15 and went to
Melbourne. Here he trained as a laboratory
assistant in a medical diagnostic clinic, and
earned a meagre income as a lolly boy at
the Regent Theatre—to which he returned
47 years later as company manager of
Sunset Boulevard.
At around age 21 amateur theatre
beckoned. His sister, Paddy, remembers
terrible productions at the Moonee Ponds
Town Hall, but it was here that life, for
Kevin, really started.
‘The only record I can find of a
professional acting career,’ recalled longtime friend and colleague Sue Nattrass, ‘was
in a program from 1958 of Garnet H.
Carroll’s production of Bells Are Ringing at
the Princess…he was listed in the chorus
but also in the role of in the role of
‘Another Actor’ and is photographed with
dark hair—and very handsome!’
From Bells Are Ringing Kevin moved into
stage management on the early Australian
musicals of Don Battye and Peter Pinne and
for the Union Theatre Repertory Company,
forerunner of the MTC, at the University of
Melbourne’s Union Theatre.

W

So from that hot sweltering night on 24

It’s too lonely for her. I need four people to

‘It’s available in two weeks. Are you

Sarah Armstrong

produced hits for other artists, such as Barbra
Streisand, Diana Ross and Dolly Parton.
Maurice, particularly, was deeply
affected by the death of their younger
brother, Andy, in 1988, aged only 30 and

*

his two children, Adam and Samantha.
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Side Up and several ABC variety shows and

soon creating arrangements for top orchestras

devastated by the death of a beautiful

in numerous drama series, including

such as Stanley Black and Ted Heath.

managed the financially disastrous Tivoli

young man he had been helping with drug

Prisoner, Chopper Squad, The Flying Doctors

show, Fade Out—Fade In which was partly

addiction—had in fact placed in a detox

and The Man From Snowy River.

Camelot and later for Marlene Dietrich’s

‘In his last week or so he was

Sydney season, following which he stage-

responsible for the demise of the Tivoli
Circuit in 1966.
During the run of Fade Out—Fade In
Kevin became involved with one of the

He has been seen most recently in the

unit,’ Sue Nattrass said.
‘He was taken out of the unit by others,

ABC’s MDA.
Clive’s first film was Fantasm Comes

sold drugs, and he ODd.
‘But we laughed over the story of one

Again (1977). He was in the original Mad

In 1951 Jupp was asked by the BBC to

Born into a Queensland farming family
he was only five when he raised eyebrows
at a school concert with a recitation that

form his own orchestra and he began

began, ‘Little Jika Jika, all the darkies like

broadcasting regularly. He wrote some

her…’. He was eight when he appeared in a

notable light orchestral pieces such as‚

talent quest singing ‘Smokes for Soldiers’,

‘Janetta’, ‘Enchanted Night’‚ and ‘Bob

hoping to raise funds to send cigarettes to

Sleigh’‚ and the song ‘My Love is Venice’.

the troops during World War II.

He also wrote the music for a number

American leads and spent some time in

of his favourite transvestites whom he met

Max (1979) with Mel Gibson and The Pirate

North America, ‘…wangling a gig on the

as he was going into a supermarket in the

Movie (1982); he played the Commodore in

team going to set up and run the Australian

Cross,’ Sue recalled. ‘He asked her to go

the soon-to-be-released Richard Franklin

exhibition at Expo 1967 in Montreal,’ Sue

into the store with him and the answer was

film Visitors—especially fitting as he was

1960 under short-term contract to the ABC.

Nattrass said. ‘Well, it was only over the

“No, I can’t, I have been banned from this

Commodore of Royal Brighton Yacht Club,

He returned to England, but the following

border the States, wasn’t it! The theme for

shop...I now have to go to the other end of

and his passion was sailing his yacht,

year he was invited to join the ABC as

impressed by a performance by a 17-year-

that Expo was, rather aptly for Kevin, Man

the Cross to do my shoplifting!”

appropriately christened ‘Leading Lady’.

musical adviser of its Sydney light

old called Judy O’Connell. He cast her in

and His World!’
He spent the following 10 years in the
USA, at one time as assistant to legendary
lighting designer Jean Rosenthal, and
worked on some trade shows and with
touring companies.
On his return to Australia, and after
successfully overcoming a problem with
alcohol, he worked at the Seymour Centre

‘I also smiled when I heard that Kevin
Another circle of life had closed.’

numerous roles with some of Melbourne’s

television series The Magic of Music.

[With thanks to Sue Nattrass; this Exeunt
is based on her eulogy at a memorial
service for Kevin Hanily in Sydney on
24 October.]

8.5.1931—8.11.2003

with the goal of becoming a missionary.
Despite being an excellent student he
found the life too demanding and in the
second year decided to leave the seminary.
He found his way back into the theatre,
where he developed his pastoral care
interest, making himself generously
available to anyone needing help.
During the 1990s Kevin again became
company manager for a number of

craftsman, he was often seen backstage
with his hammer and nail pouch,
constructing sets and props.
Clive’s last stage role was Mayor Shinn

W

general manager.

the Sacred Heart seminary in Kensington

entertainment department. Shortly after he
formed an orchestra for the weekly ABC

in Sydney, and subsequently becaming its

pastoral care and at the age of 50 entered

Jupp made a brief visit to Australia in

theatre, Clive directed and played
leading pro-am companies. A skilled

in the Production Company’s The Music
Man at the State Theatre, Victorian Arts
Centre in May 2002.
Much loved and
respected actorsinger Clive
Hearne had a
career spanning
over 40 years in
theatre, radio,
television and film.
After training

with the legendary Minnie Everett, Clive

He died suddenly on 8 November, two
days before he was to appear in Hats Off, a
star-studded AIDS fund-raiser at the
National Theatre. His son, Peter, paid a
moving tribute to him from the stage.
Long-time family friend Donna Lee sang at
his funeral, which concluded with a recording
of Clive himself singing ‘Oh, What a
Beautiful Mornin’.’

began his career in the J.C.Williamson

Eric Jupp

production of Call Me Madam with Evie

1922–2.1.2002

It premiered on 14 September 1961 and
ran for 14 years, eventually screening in 29
countries. In 1969 Jupp married one of its
stars, singer Shirley McDonald.
Making his home in Norfolk Island
early in 1968, Jupp commuted regularly by
air to the mainland for his TV, radio and
film work. He was commissioned by
Michael Pate to provide the score for his
film of Tim (featuring a then unknown Mel
Gibson), based on the book by Colleen
McCullough. It was Jupp who suggested
she, too, make her home on Norfolk Island.
Eric Jupp was best known for the bouncy
theme he wrote for the family television
series Skippy the Bush Kangaroo. He also wrote
the music for other television shows such as
Shannon’s Mob, the Australian version of

W

He moved to Launceston some years ago.
In 1995 Eric Jupp was awarded the

Hayes. It was in this production that he

Composer Eric

Medal of the Order of Australia for his

and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat and

met his future wife, Joan Dunbar. They had

Stanley Jupp has

services to music. He is survived by his

Sunset Boulevard. It was here he looked

two children, Peter and Debbie.

died in Launceston,

wife and two daughters, six grandchildren

Clive was at his happiest in musical

aged 80, after

and seven great-grandchildren.

and technicians alike in theatres up and

theatre. He played major roles in many

battling poor

down the eastern seaboard. He was also

productions including Paint Your Wagon,

health since

available to support other young people in

Can-Can, Irma la Douce, South Pacific, Show

mid-2002.

the community grappling with substance abuse,

Boat, Kismet, Carousel, Promises, Promises,

homelessness and the difficulties of life

Man of La Mancha, Gypsy, Evita, Cabaret,

productions, including West Side Story, Joseph

after—and came to be loved by—performers

Born in

Follies, Oklahoma!, A Little Night Music and

Jupp began studying piano when he was

during which his health began to suffer. He

Sunset Boulevard, in which he was an

seven. Leaving school at 14 he started his

retired from the theatre in Sydney in 1998

impressive Cecil B. deMille. He appeared

career in a Brighton nightclub band called

and returned to Melbourne. But on a visit

in plays such as Dimboola, Forty Carats and

The Darktown Strutters, despite his father’s

to Sydney he met Father Steve Sinn of St

A Voyage Round My Father.

disapproval. He served with the RAF and

His last show was The Boy From Oz,

Canice’s Church, Elizabeth Bay. From that

Singing in Graham Kennedy’s In

a proposal was developed for Kevin to join

Melbourne Tonight was Clive’s television

the parish and extend his pastoral care work.

début. He featured in Channel 7’s Sunny
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with the Oscar Rabin dance band and was
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of the great days of
variety. She and
her husband, the
late Rex Lindsay,
created a spectacular

teaching and concentrate on performing.

acrobatic dance act

At Milton Tennis Club he was

one of his shows—and so began the
remarkable career of Judi Connelli. It was
the start of an enduring professional and
personal relationship.
King’s savagery as a judge of TV talent
quests became legendary. At the same time
he created the Roxy, an immensely
successful cabaret in the Sydney suburb of
Brighton-le-Sands. Its seven year run ended
when the building was sold for redevelopment.
King mortgaged his Blue Mountains
house to finance a second season at the
troubled Riverside Theatres at Parramatta.
The show flopped and King lost his
property. In 2002 he relocated to the Gold
Coast hinterland, where he delighted in
entertaining and nurturing a massive garden.
Close friend Maria Venuti described
him as, ‘The most gentle, supportive,
knowledgeable legend.’
W

Gale Law
29.10.1934–30.7.2003
American born Richard Gale Law was

that took them to
the tops of the bills in theatres throughout
Britain and Europe, including the ultimate—
the London Palladium.
Rex and Bessie first went to Britain in
the 1930s. There Jack Hylton contracted
‘The Aussie Acro-Dancers’ for appearances
on the Paramount cinema circuit. Six
months later they started touring the halls.
They were the first Australians to appear
on British television, the confined space of
the old studios at Alexandra Palace limiting
the full potential of their expansive routines.
Back in Australia in 1939 they made
their Tivoli début in the early wartime
revue Business as Usual. Rex joined the army
and Bessie took the opportunity to nurse
and repair a painful injury sustained during
their last performance.
After Rex’s discharge they joined the
5th Command Concert party and spent the
rest of the war entertaining the troops.
Returning to the UK in the early 1950s
they were again in demand, playing the top
variety theatres and appearing with such
artistes as Tommy Trinder, Benny Hill, Max
Bygraves and Arthur Askey.
After nine busy years in Britain they

brought up in Australia. He was 18 when

came back to Australia permanently. Here

he saw his first ballet. This inspired him to

they were featured on TV, but this time

abandon accountancy.

they had plenty of room!
When Rex’s sight began to fail he
started working in security and Bessie

moving to Britain, where he danced with

became the wardrobe mistress at the

London Festival Ballet and Western Theatre

Princess Theatre, Melbourne, and remained

Better known as a

Ballet. Attracted by its innovative work he

there for more than 15 years. Rex became a

TV chef and bon

joined Nederlands Dance Theater, where,

stage door keeper, first at the Princess and

vivant, Bernard

eventually, he moved into administration.

later at the Melbourne Concert Hall.
In mid-1987 he died tragically in a car
accident, just days before he and Bessie
were to receive the Performing Arts Museum’s
inaugural Green Room Award in recognition
of their contribution to theatre. Bessie graciously
accepted the award for them both.
*

King deserves to

He was featured pianist and arranger

best loved veterans

place in the Borovansky Company, later

1934–20.12.2002

when the war ended he went to London.

one of Melbourne’s

drama for the ABC encouraged him to quit

After five years’ training he found a

Bernard King

Brighton, England,

Bessie Lindsay was

King trained as a teacher but dabbled in

This Is Your Life and scored several films.

OAM

5.7.1916–23.10.2002

amateur theatre and revue. Success in radio

had died as he finished ironing his shirt.

Clive Hearne

While there he developed an interest in

A generous supporter of regional

of British films.

Bessie Lindsay

Later he was touring manager for the

be remembered

Rambert Dance Company. In his later

more for his love of

years he was chief executive of an important

show business in all

international course for choreographers

its forms.

and composers.
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generous host, delighting in cooking,

enthusiastic pool of volunteer actors,

she didn’t allow herself to spend her spare

entertaining, throwing themed costume

backstage people and front-of-house

time in idleness. She took up various types

parties and gala New Year’s Eve get-togethers.

personnel. Up to six productions were

Although Bessie retired in the late 1980s

of handicrafts and continued to write

After J.C.Williamson’s final curtain,

numerous letters to her friends around the

Kevin worked for 12 years in Telecom’s

world, keeping them informed of

service section. Following this he used his

entertainment events in her beloved

experience and love of travel by setting up

Australia. Her son, Ray, continues the

his own tour company, Koala Tours.

family tradition in his work with live shows
on Network Ten.
[Compiled with acknowledgement to

‘Moshi’ was remembered warmly by

One of the most beloved and respected
figures in

backstage

Australian non-

personalities of the

professional

great days of

theatre, Geoffrey

J.C.Williamson’s.

Page, has died at

His contribution to

Geoff’s love was always live theatre; he

commenced his working life as a

directed and acted in his first play, The

telegraphist with the Post-Master General’s

Drunkard, while he was a still a student at

Department. After war service with the

Melbourne Boys’ High School. 
Geoff joined the Bank of New South

long he was dabbling in theatre. He

Wales and eventually became its head of

produced a series of popular amateur

foreign exchange. He and Russell Johnson

revues that utilised his prodigious flair,

met in the 1950s and became life partners.

creativity and leadership skills.

Later they opened a shop, The Gift Box, in
Lilydale but before long they discovered

working part time with J.C. Williamson’s at

the derelict 1888 Mechanics’ Hall in nearby

the Theatre Royal in Adelaide. There he

Castella Street.
In 1975 they leased it, restored its

costuming—and soon he was employed by

original name, the Athenaeum, and spent

Williamson’s full time.

countless hours and their personal savings
on converting it into an intimate community
theatre. The theatre opened in 1976 with
The Anniversary, which Geoffrey directed.
Melba had appeared at the Athenaeum

shows: the Borovansky Ballet, drama,

four times in the period 1920–1930, so a

Shakespeare, opera, musicals. Nothing fazed him.

room off the main foyer was named in her

and by 1953 he had taken over from Jock
Miller as head the department. His skills
were appreciated by hundreds of
performers, stars and ensemble members
alike. Many visited his home: he was a
Page 32

Kaper Kops, Slippery Sam, The Cabbage Quiz,

screen serial, Autumn Affair. He appeared in

eventually managing director of the

and The Wilma Witch Show. In the early ’70s

live ABC telecasts as Shylock in The

influential William Morris Agency. He
returned to Australia in 1981.

In 1996 Geoffrey and Russell’s

honour. It contains a treasure trove of
Melba memorabilia collected by Geoff and
Russell from all over the world.
The Athenaeum Theatre soon found a
large, loyal audience and an increasingly

In Sydney he set up his own agency and

TV historical series Stormy Petrel and The

expertly managed the theatrical destinies of

the Barry Humphries–Bruce Beresford

Hungry Ones. Later he was a regularly seen

many established and emerging Australian

Athenaeum it’s ‘on with the show’—just as

film Barry Mackenzie Holds His Own (1974)

in Consider Your Verdict, Homicide, Hunter and

theatre people. One of them, David

he would have wanted it: an exciting

and in 1984 he played Captain Playfair in

Number 96.

Williamson, remembered him warmly:

subscription season has just been announced

Save the Lady, filmed in Tasmania. He loved

for 2003.

the outdoor life and devoted his spare time

to the stage. At the Independent Theatre he

came to having a Noel Coward in its midst.

droving cattle.

starred in the Australian première of Arthur

‘Imposing, erudite, possessed of a rapier

they were proclaimed Citizens of the Year.
Despite Geoffrey’s passing, at the

He was featured as Marcel Escargot in

Whenever he could, Weingott returned

‘Tony Williams was the closest Sydney ever

Miller’s A View from the Bridge, created a

wit, a love of gossip and an apparent

Desmond Tester

retirement at his home in Lindfield,

memorable interrogator opposite Peter

infinite capacity for lunches and partying,

17.2.1919–31.12.2002

Sydney, with his partner, Valerie Jones.

O’Shaughnessy’s Cardinal in The Prisoner,

he was a ubiquitous part of the Sydney

He was 83.

and was the menacing inquisitor in

scene. It was never the money Tony was

Anouilh’s The Lark.

really interested in. He needed enough to

Born in Ealing, London, Desmond Tester

W

was 12 when he
made his stage
début at the

His performance as Lopahin in Robert

Owen Weingott

Duchess Theatre as

21.6.1921–

Robin in The Merry

12.10.2002

Wives of Windsor.

professional roles,

Kevin left school in his early teens and

Kevin specialised in men’s costuming

workshops and elderly citizens’ get-togethers.

was offered

Born in Hyde Park, Adelaide, in 1926,

expertly on costumes for a vast variety of

contracts, he became a theatrical agent and

Although he

was enormous.

was in his element, working tirelessly and

Steinbeck in the first Australian small

the age of 78.

the distinctive ‘look’ of JCW productions

production centre for ‘The Firm’, where he

mostly on Channel 9: The Channel Ninepins,

Tester’s last years were spent in

best-loved

He moved to Melbourne, national

children’s film screenings, theatre

W

was one of the

found his niche—in wardrobe and

After working in London on show business

Tempest, and had featured roles in the ABC-

Miller—‘Moshi’—

law at the University of Western Australia.

television drama, starring opposite Muriel

Hayes Gordon’s Ensemble Theatre, Sydney.

Geoffrey Page

Born in Perth, Tony Williams graduated in

found him work in many children’s programs,

The theatre also housed concerts,

Ranges community was recognised when

4.3.1924–5.11.2003

While still with the PMG, Kevin began

Weingott was active in the early days of

memorial service on 21 October.

W

RAAF he returned to the PMG, but before

Michael Bond in Blue Hills.

Merchant of Venice and as Caliban in The

22.2.1926–13.10.2002
Kevin Charles

20.11.1936–14.10.2002

of Hercule Poirot. For some years he was

he made a brief return to the stage for

Grosser in the preparation of this Exeunt.]

Kevin Miller

Tony Williams

foreign accents was utilised in his portrayal

extraordinary contribution to the Yarra

Barry Kitcher and Civil Celebrant Gavan

W

Here his British television experience

directing or appearing in them.

‘soapie’ Portia Faces Life, and his facility for

dozens of friends who gathered at a

[On Stage acknowledges the assistance of

Eddie Trigg.]

mounted every year, Geoffrey often

come to Australia for the enormously
successful Phillip King—Falkland Cary farce
Sailor, Beware! in 1956, Tester decided to
stay.

Respected actor

From then until the
outbreak of war he
divided his time
between stage and
film work.

Easy (1935), then Tudor Rose with John Mills,
Alfred Hitchcock’s Sabotage, Zoltan Korda’s
The Drum (opposite Sabu), Reed’s The Stars
Look Down, and many others. On stage he
was in numerous West End plays and
worked frequently with such notable repertory
groups as Richmond, ‘Q’ and Croydon.
After the war Tester reappeared in the
West End in The Other Side (1946) and was
featured in the 1947 film The Turners of
Prospect Road (1947). He gained extensive
experience on television as a writer,
director, actor and presenter.
On stage he played in Major Barbara at
the Arts Theatre and toured for the British
Arts Council in Shakespeare and Shaw.
In 1953 he played the major comedy
roles in a Shakespeare company headed by
Donald Wolfit at the King’s, Hammersmith.
One of four British stars recruited to

ON STAGE

‘His real delight was discovering and

Orchard at the Old Tote was one of his

nurturing new talent—the greatest buzz, he

greatest achievements; later that year he

said, for an agent to experience. Indeed, he

played a Japanese bandit in Rashomon.

put in so many hours nurturing and

He was in the cast of the 1967 Garnet

encouraging his so-called “baby writers”

and director Owen

H.Carroll Princess Theatre production of

that his established writers sometimes had

Weingott has died

Hostile Witness, which starred Ray Milland,

to remind him that they still paid the bills,’

in Sydney. His

and in 1973 appeared with Michael

Williamson said.

terminal cancer

Redgrave in John Mortimer’s A Voyage

‘He will be remembered by all who

was diagnosed in

Round My Father at the Comedy. In 1974 he

worked with him or met him. His imperial

June 2002.

was in a revival of the legendary Struck Oil

gaze and his disdain for the mundane were

at the Marian Street Theatre and played the

tempered by a kindness and warmth, a

began acting at the age of 15 with Doris

role of Adler in Stone, a film that now has

generous acceptance of the frailties of the

Fitton’s Independent Theatre in North

achieved cult status.
When the National Institute of
Dramatic Art was founded in 1976, Owen
Weingott was its first lecturer in drama;
later he was appointed lecturer in theatre
arts at the Mitchell College of Advanced
Education. For some time he served as
vice-president of Actors Equity.
In recent years, Weingott returned to
acting. As well as guest roles in Water Rats
and Rafferty’s Rules he undertook a number
of stage performances, including a brilliant
presentation of Shakespeare’s sonnets at the
1997 Bowral Shakespeare Festival.
Ever the trouper, Owen Weingott gave
his final performance from his hospital bed,
when he was filmed for The Quality of Mercy,
a short film directed by a former student.
He is survived by his wife Peg, son Paul,
daughter Robyn and three grandchildren.

human ego, and a keen enjoyment of the

On the screen his bright personality
shone firstly in Carol Reed’s Midshipman

Quentin’s 1963 production of The Cherry

live well, but that was it.

Born in Mosman, NSW, Weingott

Sydney. After war service with the RAAF,
he rejoined the Independent and appeared
there in many productions.
He shone in the plays of Shakespeare—
many of which gave him an opportunity to
display his remarkable skills at sword play.
He became a fencing instructor and over
the years ‘choreographed’ more than 400
stage duels. He also arranged the sword
fights for the film Long John Silver, shot in
Sydney in 1954.
His good looks and impressive
presence were ideal for portrayals of
dastardly villains, swashbuckling heroes or
romantic leading men, and his rich voice
was perfect for radio drama. He was the
male lead in the seemingly endless radio
Summer 2003

human comedy which humankind’s failings
so often generate.’
W

Rose Woods
11.3.1918-31.12.2002
One of the unsung
heroes of the great
days of J.C.
Williamson’s, Rose
Woods, died on
New Year’s Eve.
She was 84. Rose
was a member of
Williamson’s
extraordinary
family of craftspeople who

*
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spent their working lives backstage creating

upholstery. The results of her work were

University of Technology’s Gardens Theatre

theatrical magic.

seen in virtually every JCW show and

(see On Stage, Autumn 2001).
After Williamson’s closed, Rose joined

One of 12 children, she was born in

theatre—whether it was a swag over a stage

Perth and was only a tot when the family’s

window, a special cushion, or a delicately

The Firm Scenery Makers and Scenic

exotic appearance (they were part Chinese)

contoured scrim.

Studios. She made the huge circus-themed

won them an engagement as extras in the
‘eastern’ spectacle Chu Chin Chow.
They travelled with the show to
Melbourne, eventually settling here.
Rose was an outstanding seamstress and

soft sculptures that decorated the foyer of

One of her favourites was Charlie Girl

Her Majesty’s for Barnum (1982).

(1972). She became friendly with its star,

These are now preserved in the Performing

Anna Neagle, and loved sharing a cuppa
with her. Jill Perryman was also a close friend.
In 1973 Rose worked on the magnificent

Arts Museum at theVictorian Arts Centre.
She also worked on the magnificent

eventually established a clothing business in

‘Phoenix’ house curtain designed by Bill

house curtain that Graham Bennett designed

Box Hill. Called ‘Rosalie Modes’, in honour

Constable for the rebuilt Her Majesty’s in

for the State Theatre, Victorian Arts Centre.

of her daughter, she supplied Myer and

Sydney. This necessitated dying, pinning

After she retired, Rose continued her

other leading stores.

and sewing over 1000 pieces of fabric.

In the 1960s Rose was recruited by ‘The
Firm’ to take charge of its drapery and

interest in all things theatrical and became
a popular and devoted member of the

When the theatre was demolished the

Melbourne Limelighters.

curtain was acquired for the Queensland

n

Well, hello Carole!
In our Spring issue Peter Stephenson Jones remembered the great and not-so-great imported stars

C

arole Cook was very

gone to produce musicals with

proud of her

the heaven circuit. Bill

experiences in

Mullikin, who was a fantastic

Australia in 1965. She and her

Cornelius, did clubs in the

husband Tom Troupe made

United States for some time

many friends here and I can

after he returned but has now

assure Miss Cook that the

apparently retired.2 Mullikin

same warmth and admiration

had been offered the part in

is extended to her from other

the Broadway run but decided

performers I have met.

to come here instead. Has

Its also worth noting that

anyone any further

she actually got out of a

information about him?

Warner Bros. contract, much

Rediscovered:
the Bruce Carroll Trophy

Gus goss
I always think it’s a splendid
idea for critics actually to

The Victorian

see the show they’re

Drama League has

reviewing, don’t you?

rediscovered an

According to Sally Clark’s

interesting part of

review of the wonderful

its history—the

Hats Off gala at the National

Bruce Carroll

Theatre on 10 November in the December/

Trophy.

January issue of the magazine Dance Australia

In the form of

‘Geraldine Turner stormed her way

an elaborate

through “Rose’s Turn”’—yet Ms Turner was

plaque, the trophy

unable to appear. I was there, so I know!

was presented to The Victorian Drama

And Sally mentions that Clive Hearne,

League in 1952 by Melbourne theatrical

Johnny Ladd and Stuart Wagstaff were

entrepreneur Garnet H. Carroll of the

among the performers contributing to

Princess Theatre, in memory of his brother

‘Brush Up Your Shakespeare’.

Robert Bruce Carroll (above).

Well, Stuart Wagstaff actually sang ‘I’ve

Bruce Carroll was active in theatrical

Grown Accustomed to her Face’ from My

management in Perth. After World War II

Fair Lady instead; a troublesome leg meant

he was managing director of the Luxor

that dear Johnny Ladd never made it to

Theatre, which he renamed the Tivoli. It

the stage; and the much-loved Clive Hearne

closed in 1949.

died on the Friday before the show, so

For his bigger shows, like Take a Bow

Lewis Fiander took his place. Oh dear!

with Gladys Moncrieff in November 1948,

A couple of months ago the same

Carroll used Perth’s Capitol. He died in
April 1952.
The plaque was intended as a perpetual
trophy for the winner of the annual VDL
One Act Play Festival. The Swan Hill
National Theatre was the first group to win
the Award in 1952.
It was presented every year until 1969,
when it went to the Morwell Players.
Since the group disbanded, the plaque

magazine credited Ray Powell with the
Michael Mace holds the recently rediscovered
Bruce Carroll Trophy, now a showpiece at the
VDL headquarters in Melbourne.

The Sentimental Bloke, instead of VTT
member Robert Ray...I would have
thought apologies were in order.
And I don’t think I saw a retraction

As the VDL Awards are now split into

after The Age published a piece on 28

as October 2002 for another triumphant

that she could come here to fulfil her

performance as Dolly at Mitchell Hall with

patrons to the theatre and while some were

ambition to play Dolly, something she had

a cast of students from the University of

particularly odd choices there were others

desperately wanted to do for some time.

Central Oklahoma and various community

that were wonderful.

She recently told an American reporter

actors. She received standing ovations and
the love of the young cast with whom

television here without Evie Hayes, Hayes

she performed.

Gordon, Stuart Wagstaff, Johnny Ladd,

but she never regretted that decision.
‘I was the world’s second Dolly. It was

One cannot help feeling envious of the

Steele, Gordon Boyd and others too

an opportunity, and Australia had wonderful

seeing a more mature Miss Cook take on

numerous to mention.

theatre and audiences,’ she said.1 So much

the role again. Those who saw her say that

for the cynics who say our imported artists

there is even more depth and warmth in

appearing in Melbourne in Oliver!. It is a

did not treat their Australian experiences

the interpretation now than when we saw

wonderful production. Mr Wagstaff, in a

very seriously or that they were at the end

her and loved her all those years ago.

small role, proves what I teach my students:

of the road if they made the trip down under!

Maturity has added another dimension to

that there are no small parts, only small actors.

Carole Cook was a total original. With
a director like Fred Hebert it is

what she brings to the role.
In June 2002, Carole brought the house

play called Beekman Place, a Gilbert and

Dolly exactly the way she wanted to. It is

‘Broadway Baby’ in a concert version of

Sullivan season and Lock Up Your Daughters.

safe to say that Fred Hebert was inclined to

Follies at the Wadsworth Theatre in Los
Angeles. Also in the stellar cast were Patty

artists that I hope readers can lead me to. I

closely. The fact is, no one could play

Duke, Carol Lawrence, Vicki Carr, Harry

am also hoping someone can give me

Dolly like Channing—and no one could

Groener, Stella Stevens, Amanda McBroom

information on Australia’s original 1960

play it like Carole Cook. Carole Cook had

and Donna McKechnie.

‘Music Man’ Ted Scott, and Carolyn Maye

a reputation of saving many a show in
America. It was easy to see why.
Carole returned to Australia in 1978 in

Carole Cook also has played her hugely
successful one-woman show Dress Up all

Other imported artists that especially

over the United States. It’s all about

a very witty play called Father’s Day.

growing up in Texas, her early days in New

Brigadoon and Dianne Barton who played

Produced by Stuart Wagstaff, it was a fine

York, her association with Lucille Ball and

Magnolia in the 1963 production of Show

production but mysteriously seemed to

her life as a performer.

Boat at the Tivoli.

have been much more financially successful

With a bit of luck Miss Cook may

The search continues...

in Sydney than Melbourne. It may have

indeed be paying us a visit and a season of

had something to do with where it played.

the show, Let’s all keep our fingers crossed

References:
1 Susan Reiger: ‘Actress ready to make

be used again, but it will be on permanent

the Wardrobe as a giant Melbourne Theatre

Father’s Day deserved to be a hit and Cook

Company holiday show.

was wonderful.
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who played Marian.
interest me are Ken Cantrill who stared in

again, ‘Hello, Carole!’

-Gus, the Theatre Cat n

There are of course other imported

copy the Broadway production rather

Bunbury described The Lion, the Witch and



A past Fagin, Richard Wordsworth, was
another popular import. He came here for a

down with a magnificent rendition of

that one day soon we may be able to say

n

At the time of writing Stuart Wagstaff is

questionable whether or not she played

Sydney it played at the Mayfair Theatre,

247 Flinders Lane.

Johnny Lockwood, Sheila Bradley, Suzanne

audience that night having the pleasure of

Who remembers the Total Theatre? In

Historical Society.

How awful to imagine theatre and

travelled to Australia to star in Hello, Dolly!

December in which columnist Stephanie

has been kept in trust by the Morwell

artists did indeed bring

that people often wondered why she

Comedy, the Bruce Carroll Award cannot

separate categories for Drama and

display at the VDL offices in Ross House,
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choreography of The Australian Ballet’s

Victorian Drama League Vice-President

The practice of importing

to the dismay of her agent, so

Miss Cook took to the stage as recently
Summer 2003

The director of the Australian Dolly,
Fred Hebert, and Jack Goode, who played
Horace Vandergelder, have both died and

audience laugh’ in Edmond Sun,
24 September 1998
2 My sincere thanks to Tom Troupe for his
generous assistance with information. n
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All the world’s a stage

restaurants and shops, the revamped

England: London

Greenwich landmark will contain a 200 000-

Double the cost

seat performance venue. This will be leased

Australia: Melbourne

across our community,’ he said, ‘however, as

Australia: Perth

Acting up at school

a gesture to avoid any unnecessary offence

Opera-Ballet to merge?

Group, which hopes to stage 150 events a

A working party established under a

year from 2004.

Work has started on an extensive
redevelopment of the War Memorial Hall at
Melbourne Grammar School in South Yarra.
By the start of the 2005 school year it
should be the centrepiece of a new music and
performing arts centre.
The hall was built in 1928 to designs of
architect Hugh Peck, whose original concept
had come a dismal 44th in a competition
launched by the Old Melburnians in 1921.
The winning design, by Sydney architect John
Barr, which would have provided a hall
seating 1500, was abandoned because of its cost.
The hall’s balcony will be restored, and a
new fly tower, forestage elevator, state-of-theart sound system and tiered seating will be
installed. On the building’s western side the

over the Christmas period, we will remove
the image from our website.
‘There has been no intention to offend
anyone,’ he said.

Australia: Adelaide
Scene reset at Adelaide Festival Centre
Adelaide Festival Centre unveiled the result of
18 months of refurbishment on Sunday, 13 October.
In scenes reminiscent of the original
opening of the Festival Centre in 1973, Premier
Mike Rann and former Prime Minister Gough
Whitlam formally re-launched the Festival
Theatre. More than 23 000 people turned up to
see the improvements.
The Festival Centre’s CEO Kate Brennan
said, ‘The capital works project has been a

to the American Anschutz Entertainment

recommendation from the Nugent Inquiry
has advised the WA Government that the

10 000 apartments and homes. The project is

management and administrative functions of

costed at £4 billion (A$11.2 billion).

the state ballet and opera companies should

Hopefully the government could eventually

be merged.

recoup £550 million (A$1.54 billion) of the

This, it is hoped, would ‘provide the

WA Culture and Arts Minister Sheila
McHale said, ‘I believe the merger provides
strong potential to secure the long-term future
of both art forms and the financial viability of
both companies, but I will not continue down
this path if the companies cannot assure me
they will embrace the proposal…in a spirit of

In recent years both the West Australian
Ballet and the Western Australian Opera have
required additional government stabilisation

Moving Image moves out of sight
The shock demise of London’s magnificent

Jubilee Gardens, next to the London Eye Ferris

of many historical museums and heritage

members at St Martin’s Theatre for a gala

centres around the world including

performance of Agatha Christie’s seemingly

Melbourne’s Performing Arts Museum.

major undertaking. We’ve created a new entry

actors. Tripod—Melbourne comedians Scod,

to the Festival Theatre from King William

eternal whodunit, The Mousetrap. The Queen’s

Yon and Gatesy (Steven Gates, Simon Hall

Road by removing sections of the Plaza and

Golden Jubilee coincides with the 50th

announcement placed inside a press release

and Scott Edgar)—are well known on ABC

moving the outside staircase.

anniversary of the show.

on another subject. The BFI has asserted that

‘There are improved foyer amenities,

local comedy circuit. They have performed

more retail spaces, visual arts displays, food

Theatre on 25 November 1952. A young

MOMI at some unspecified future date and

their Christmas show here for six sell-out years.

and beverage outlets and meeting rooms.

Richard Attenborough headed the original

location, but the BFI is pressed for funding as

Festival Drive has been realigned to provide

cast, which has included 320 actors and 150

its government grant declines.

better entry to the car parks and to remove

understudies over the years.

More than half of the collection at MOMI
is being returned to private lenders.
Meanwhile, the BFI’s new IMAX theatre,
built in part with a £15 million (A$42

and we’ve redeveloped the Drama Centre’s

England: London

million) grant of National Lottery money, has

West Wing to create a multi-purpose

Redoing the Dome

educational facility complementing Windmill

Approval is expected for recently-released

Performing Arts,’ Brennan said.

plans by a consortium including Australia’s

strong commitment to the presentation of

to a new curtain, after more than $80 000

multicultural events and the breadth of voices

were netted at the Curtain Raiser Silent Auction.
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a new and ‘better’ museum will replace

8 500 000 theatregoers.

And the Festival Theatre is well on its way

Attenborough and Sid James, and the studios
enjoyed a boom with a steady stream of
enduring—and endearing—comedies such as
The Ladykillers, The Lavender Hill Mob and

opened between the BFI’s South Bank

Lend Lease to redevelop the moribund
Millennium Dome.
As well as a five-star hotel, pubs,

ON STAGE

Passport to Pimlico.
In September 2001 the studio released the
first film made under the Ealing Studios
banner, and bearing its logo, since 1959. The
Importance of Being Earnest included a host of
British stars including Rupert Everett, Colin

The news was revealed in a low-key

Radio’s Triple-J breakfast show and on the

facilities and Waterloo Station to very poor

In the 1940s and 1950s, a host of talented

Dirk Bogarde, John Mills, Richard

for its outstanding architecture, innovative

with the superimposed faces of the show’s

1930s, under Basil Dean, Ealing created stars

Guinness, Peter Sellers, Audrey Hepburn,

world’s most exciting film and television

and Prince Philip joined many former cast

Sydney Opera House and The Studio have a

Photographs, posters and other

worked in Balcon’s team, including Alec

private donations and opened in 1988, ‘the

Opera House’s printed December diary.

familiar with our programming know that the

forward with behind-the-scenes material.’

actors, directors, writers and technicians

Built by the British Film Institute with

influenced the installation and operating style

received a single complaint. ‘People who are

Studios, London, it was its saviour. When Ealing

wheel. But those plans have now been cancelled.

longest running show. On 25 November she

been used for six months and he had not

manager from 1938 to 1956) also came

highly-acclaimed propaganda films.

Something about Mary), was also used in the

Norman Gillespie said that the artwork had

Hal Mason’s daughter (he was the studio

causing the demise of the famous old Ealing

refurbishment and relocation to nearby

several other moving image museums, it also

enhance access and safety around the theatres

with pre- and post-production scripts. And

was head of production, Ealing made many

been closed since 1999, ostensibly for

Queen Elizabeth has honoured the world’s

Sydney Opera House chief executive

‘The daughter of Sid Cole, who was a
producer during the 1950s, came forward

During World War II, when Michael Balcon

satirical show A Very Tripod Christmas (There’s

24 languages and played to a total of

the museum.

Curiously enough, instead of television

Not only was it a model that inspired

Christie’s classic has been translated into

explains Vanda Foster, deputy curator at

Ealing on show

The museum, on the South Bank, had

The golden mousetrap

The Mousetrap opened at the Ambassadors

and eleven original posters on the walls,’

out of Gracie Fields and George Formby.

sacrilegious. The image, promoting the

‘We’ve upgraded signage and lighting to

(A$2.8 million). The increase would have

pictures, original cameras, scripts, studio lights

Some 40 staff have been made redundant.

installations, and imaginative operating style.

principles of respect for other’s religions.

000 (A$1.68 million) to more than £1 million

‘The exhibition is in one room full of

England: London

England: London

the dark tunnel effect.

The National Theatre’s bill has increased

picture of the studio is included in the exhibition.

Britain’s film and museum communities.

orthodox religious leaders claimed it was

mockery of multiculturalism and the

‘more populist’.

films had to be made using natural light. A

been sufficient to mount a new opera.

Museum of the Moving Image has rocked

museum’ won a dozen international awards

said that the advertising material made a

‘radical changes’ to make its programming

considered a great technical advance when all

memorabilia tell the story of the studio. In the

funding on top of their operating grants.

Orthodox Church’s Holy Trinity Brotherhood

£120 000 (A$336 000), and would necessitate

Opera House’s premium has risen from £600

artistic staff and programs.

Father John McPherson of the Russian

Company’s premium has risen by 50% or

England: London

opera in Western Australia’.

the merger would not affect the companies’

It showed a montage of religious icons

increase last year. The Royal Shakespeare

sustainability and development of ballet and

space that can double as a small theatre.

remove an image from its website after

premium has doubled, following a 60 per cent

by £250 000 (A$700 000) and the Royal

new building housing an orchestral rehearsal

Sydney Opera House has been forced to

of terrorism. The Royal Albert Hall’s

‘The 21st century’s first white elephant’.

goodwill and co-operation’. She added that

There was something about Mary

£768 (A$2.150 billion) it has poured into

soaring insurance costs because of the threat

maximum opportunity for the long-term

cloisters will be reopened—these will abut a

Australia: Sydney

On the surrounding 75 hectare site will be

British theatres and concert venues are facing

Barker had a glass studio built, which was

Firth and Judi Dench
ceased making features in 1959 the BBC took
it over and, true to its reputation for quirky
comedies, made the Setptoe and Son series
there, for one.
Now, that proud, century-old studio has
not only made its first feature film in almost
half a century, The Importance of Being Earnest,
but its history is being celebrated in an
exhibition, ‘Kind Hearts and Comedies’, at the
Gunnersbury Park Museum, custodian of the
area’s local history less than a kilometre away.
‘Kind Hearts and Comedies’ celebrates a

Italy: Milan
Knives are out at La Scala
Bitter controversy continues to rage over
the project to restore and enhance Milan's
celebrated La Scala opera house, designed
by Giuseppe Piermarini and inaugurated
in 1778.
A citizens’ pressure group known as
‘Salviamo La Scala’ (Let’s Save La Scala),
claims that already the auditorium's renowned
acoustics have been severely damaged;
moreover, it says, the project is illegal, not

attendances. The IMAX has taken to

century of creativity at Ealing Studios from the

having received appropriate council approval.

squeezing cash out of private hirers and placing

early silent movies made by Will Barker, who

Opposition politicians and environmental

a ‘House Full’ sign in the lobby, turning the

established the studio in 1902. He selected the

organisations have succeeded in halting the

public away—hardly the reliable access that

suburb of Ealing because it was relatively fog

reconstruction work.

builds the reputation of a tourist facility.

free compared with the rest of London.

Summer 2003

More radical criticism was voiced by

*
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80-year-old soprano Renata Tebaldi, a living

million restoration of one of the best-known

icon for opera-goers in Milan and elsewhere:

buildings in Russia.

'Poor Piermarini will turn over in his grave,'
she lamented.
Under Swiss architect Mario Botta's plans,
the combined depth of the stage and
backstage will increase from 48m to 70 m,

But the row between traditionalists and
theatre administrators over the extent of
alterations to the original structure is putting
the rest of the project in jeopardy.
At the heart of the argument is the

Scotland: Aberdeen

will see the merits of their design.’ He

against a glass wall, eerily amplified music,

musicals to discover what made them tick,

Storm over Aberdeen

hoped that work could begin next April

and the chilling sight of a little boy struggling

according to The New York Times.

with completion early in 2005.

to escape. It is so devastating that when the

modern extension to Aberdeen’s heritage

United States: New York

boys, smiling and dressed in clean, white

stem the ebbing tide of audience members in

His Majesty’s Theatre have been narrowly

Tickets on-lion

robes, take their curtain call, it’s as if the

the many state-supported traditional opera

approved by the city council, despite being

The Disney musical The Lion King has

director is emphasising ‘No children were

houses in China.

celebrated five sold-out years at Broadway’s

harmed in the making of this Medea’.

Controversial plans to build an ultra-

lambasted by a former Lord Provost as a

New Amsterdam Theatre by introducing

drama department, Yin Xiaodong. ‘We

Dylan Denton, one of the boys who alternate

definitely see the musical as a contemporary

their seats online, they can print bar-coded

in the role, agrees: ‘It’s fun,’ he says.

art form, as a way towards the rejuvenation of

tickets that can be used for admission to the

United States: New York

the ancient art forms.’

Now theatregoers may not only purchase

theatre. The Lion King is the only Broadway
show currently offering this technology. The
required Adobe Acrobat software can be
thus eliminating the Piccola Scala, a 250-seat

Beauvais Portico, the 10 marble columns

auxiliary venue for chamber opera. A new

around which the theatre was built. Theatre

stage tower in the shape of a parallelepiped

executives want it moved from its current

(a kind of modified cube) will rise 40m at the

position—inside the stageworks of the old

downloaded free of charge.

The scheme awaits final approval from
the Scottish Executive.
During a stormy debate, the £7.4

building's rear, replacing the present 35m

auditorium—to make room for improved

million (A$20.7 million) redevelopment of

tower flanking Via Verdi. This will house

stage machinery.

the city’s main theatrical venue was

offices and seven rehearsal rooms.

But traditionalists insist that in any

condemned as looking variously like a

refurbishment the portico, built at the back of

massive bus shelter and a furniture store,

hovering 15m over ground level, will contain

the theatre by the French architect Osip

and dismissed as a ‘glass abortion’.

a canteen and dressing rooms.

Beauvais in the 19th century to complement

Councillor Marjorie Graham said the

the eight columns at the front, must be given

Edwardian theatre, together with the

pride of place.

adjoining City Library and St Mark’s

Another large oval structure, 15m tall and

Although both the parallelepiped and the
oval are designed as abstract modern
volumes, their surfaces will be covered with

Bolshoi general manager, Anatoly

grey-yellowish botticino marble, closely

Iksanov, said: ‘The reconstruction of a theatre

matching the colour of the original main

is always a battle between those who want to

building. Botta and the city government

preserve everything in its original state, and

estimate that the renovation will cost $A112

what is dictated by contemporary requirements

million, but some observers say it will be

such as stage machinery.

nearer $A140 million.
Meanwhile, the La Scala company has

‘The problem is not just Moscow’s: there
are long debates and rows about Covent

vacated the old theatre and has relocated to a

Garden or Milan’s La Scala. A very cautious

temporary home, the shiny new 1383-seat

approach is needed.’

Teatro degli Arcimboldi (‘La Scala 2’) in La

The fate of the portico is just one of

Bicocca, a north-eastern industrial suburb of

several headaches which Mr Iksanov

Milan. Its season opened there on 19 January

inherited when he took up his post in

with La Traviata.

September 2000.

This building, too, is the subject of
considerable controversy, having been
commissioned and erected outside the
guidelines of the European Commission. It is
the subject of legal action on several fronts.

Controversy has raged over the new

Church, would be attached to ‘an airport
transfer corridor’.
Further, the three historic granite
buildings, known collectively as ‘Damnation,
Education and Salvation’ would now have
new neighbour—‘Abomination’.
Strangely, the motion to approve the
controversial design was led by Councillor

The Lion King is also playing in London,
Toronto, Tokyo, Fukuoka, Los Angeles and
Hamburg. A US national tour will visit Fort
Lauderdale, Tampa, Atlanta, Cincinnati,
Charlotte, Cleveland and St. Louis.
The local production is scheduled to open
at Sydney’s Capitol on 16 October 2003, after
previews commencing 2 October. Auditions
are being conducted in Australia, New
Zealand and the Philippines.
The cast will include six native South
African performers. Individual tickets will go
on sale on 19 May 2003, although group and
travel packages are now available. Top ticket
price is just under $100.
The show is expected to draw 3000
tourists from interstate and overseas each
week, generating $50 million during the
predicted 12-month Sydney run.

New show, new showplace
Off-Broadway’s newest theatre, the Little
Shubert, opened on 18 December with a gala
performance of Tommy Tune: White Tie and Tails.
Designed by Hugh Hardy, the architect
who oversaw the renovations of New York’s
New Victory and New Amsterdam Theatres,
the new venue’s interior décor is a rich red. It
has steeply-raked stadium-style seating for 499,
no seat further than 18m from the stage.
Unlike other off-Broadway venues, the
Little Shubert has stage facilities equal to
those of several legitimate Broadway houses.
The proscenium is 7.45m high and 12m wide.
The stage is 21.3m wide and 7.8m deep. This
means that a successful show designed for the
Little Shubert could easily transfer to a
Broadway house without its sets requiring
costly expansion or redesign.
The playing space can be configured in
three ways: a traditional proscenium set-up;
an arrangement in which the orchestra pit is

Maureen Irons, the deputy convener of the
planning committee. She had previously

More bodies than on stage

rejected the scheme, but claimed to have

Deborah Warner’s extremely graphic

had a change of heart. ‘There is no doubt

modern-dress production of the 2500-year-

a new 39-storey residential tower on West

the proposed extension is bold and, in

old Greek tragedy Medea has claimed

42nd Street between Ninth and Tenth

architectural terms, a world away from that

another victim. At the performance at

Avenues. It has as neighbours several smaller

of the existing theatre,’ she said.

Broadway’s Brooks Atkinson Theatre on

off-Broadway houses including Playwrights

‘Change, particularly change which is

the stage reaches out into the auditorium.
The Little Shubert is located at the foot of

Horizons’ new home, which also opened in

said: ‘They lost any creative impulse, and so

out as Medea—Fiona Shaw—appeared

January 2003, and the old Biltmore Theatre,

produced a total disaster.’

building is always difficult to countenance.’

onstage carrying the limp, bloody bodies of

which will house the Manhattan Theatre Club.

While Mr Iksanov avoids talk about the

her murdered children. The show stopped

Together, they make up the reborn

new auditorium’s golden opulence, he does

visage’ of the new extension offered the

for around 15 minutes while the unidentified

Theatre Row, replacing the chain of small

admit to another error—the new theatre is too

best solution for the theatre. ‘If architecture

man was carried to an ambulance.

theatres by that name that once lined the block.

Battle of the Bolshoi

small. Most existing grand productions on

had not been allowed to move forward,

The opening of a second auditorium at the

which the Bolshoi thrives have had to be

everyone would still be living in mud huts.’

Bolshoi Theatre in November 2002 has been

reworked so that they will squeeze onto the

overshadowed by a row over the future of the

new stage.

Russia: Moscow

original building.

‘This is a shameful building,' said Mr

His Majesty’s general manager, Duncan

Dublin and even a West End critic have
fainted during or after the show, which is on a

Henry, said, ‘The architects who designed

world tour. In Washington, a woman couldn’t

the extension also designed Aberdeen’s

stop wailing.

The new A$455.7 million auditorium marks

Revzin. 'It is not considered polite to discuss

Maritime Museum and the Edinburgh

the end of the first phase of a A$781.25

it among critics.’

Festival Theatre and I am sure that people
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It’s happened before. Several people in
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Although the slayings take place offstage,
the horror is in the details: the splash of blood
Summer 2003

performances of Aida, The Lion King, The
Phantom of the Opera, Mamma Mia!, The
Producers and Les Misérables.
Impressed with the sizes of the audiences,
the mission was left wondering why their own
art forms could not play to such large houses,
given their similar mix of singing, dancing
and drama.
Along the (Great White) way, however,
they also found that a Broadway musical is
not necessarily a guarantee of success.
‘We thought that Broadway musicals
always make money,’ said Yu Ping, head of
the mission.
‘We discovered that 80 per cent did not.’
Nevertheless, Mr Yin said some state-run
companies had already started on their way
to the ‘musicalised opera’, with the traditional
Chinese opera adopting Broadwaylike showmanship.

n

configuration in which the centre section of

19 December an audience member passed

She now believed that the ‘striking

In searching for the essence of the
Broadway show, the mission attended

uncovered and employed; and a thrust

United States: New York

anticipated for a much loved, beautiful

auditorium. Architecture critic Grigori Revzin

‘The audiences are ageing and fewer,’ said
deputy director of the Ministry of Culture’s

like most is playing dead. And six-year-old

Ticketmaster’s new TicketFast technology.

‘glass and chrome carbuncle’.

In fact, says Warner, ‘The thing the boys

Reason for the once-over was to try to

United States: New York
Just looking.
A delegation from Beijing visited New York
recently on a dream mission.
The six-day, four-delegate tour consisted
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almost exclusively of attending Broadway
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Passing on the torch

Victoria
Theatres
Trust

The National Theatre has announced its latest student and graduate
awards, reports general manager Robert Taylor.

T

hrough the generosity of veteran

The Jeff Warren Musical Theatre

performer Jeff Warren, the

Award has not been awarded since 1999,

National Theatre was able to

but past winners are Sarah Parker (1997),

establish a series of awards for music
theatre, acting and graduation.
The awards carry Jeff Warren’s name, as
well as that of Joan Harris, who was the
National Theatre’s Director of Drama from

Brad Fox (1998) and Bree Cahill (1999).
Jeff Warren’s contribution to musical
theatre in the USA and Australia is both as
performer and teacher.
In setting up the awards, he very much

1970 to 1997 and mark her role in founding

wanted to encourage young performers to

the NT’s three year acting course.

develop their professional and personal

In December 2002 the National Theatre
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skills to the highest level. Theatre students

awarded the seventh Joan Harris AM Drama

also have received the benefits of Mr

Award to student Sue Roberts.

Warren’s experiences through his teaching.

This followed the Jeff Warren/Joan

Submissions for the 2003 Graduate

Harris AM Graduate Award, given in mid-

Award will be called for mid-year and the

2002, to Melanie Coote.

Drama award late in 2003.

The annual awards carry prizes of’ $500.
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